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Protest 
slated for 
today 
Atwater, financial aid 
top students' concerns 
' 
By Eric Smith 
and Stacey J. Phillips 
Hi~top Staff Reporters 
Stud~nt demonstrators hope to 
disrupt )r-tay~s annual Charter Day 
ceremor:i with a protest outside 
Cramton .µditorium. · · . 
A number"Qf campus organizations 
and individ·ual have united to form 
The COnceined tudent Alliance to 
that have disturbed e student body. 
Among the iss\les i the recent ap-
pointement of Repub~an National 
Committee Chairman Lee Atwater to 
the Board of Trustess. \ 
The Alliance hopes to caPi~alize on 
the extensiVe media attention 'and the · 
large student/ alumni audience ex-
pected for the scheduled keynote ad-
dress of entertainer Bill Cosby, who 
• will also receive a honorary degree. 
''We are not in opposition to Bill 
Cosby. We do not intend to 
disrespect brother Cosby. We see him 
~s someone looking out for qur in· 
terests but we have to take care of 
business,'' said a representative of the 
group'_ who wished to remain 
anonymous. 
Other concerns range from ''inept 
processing'' of financial-aid, lack of 
quality sec'urity and poor housing ar-
rangements.'' · 
Student activists. met Thursday 
evening in Douglass Hall to finalize 
plans for what th~y hope to be a 
peaceful protest. 
''We are not out to promote 
violence, but we are prepared to deal 
\Vi th it," the spokesperson said. 
According to mfiterial distributed 
by the organization, Atwater's' ap-
pointment is prompting protest 
beca1,1se of several reasons. 
They claim 1J1at he opposes civil 
rights legislation and supports apar-
theid in Sduth Africa. Also cited was 
At water's involvement with the con-
troversial presidential election adver-
tisemen1 s featuring African -" 
American convict Willie Horton. The 
television commercials generally were 
cons,tdered derogatory by the 
African-American community. 
''We are not protesting Atwater 
because he's white or because he' s 
Republican. We're prote~ting 
because of the issues that he supports 
and because he does not recognize 
our needS," the spokesperson said. 
During the course of the meeting, 
. groU.p members defined three modes 
of protesters who will be picketmg. 
' 
Some demonstrators will pass out 
literature on issues which prompted 
the protest. Others protesters will 
picket in front of Cramton 
Auditorium in direct accordance to 
security guidelines. A" particular 
group of students plans to wage a sit-
in inside Cramton. The latter group 
will risk arrest and expulsion from 
the university. 
''We don't want to get arrested or 
kicked out of school, but we have 
issues t,hat need to be addressed,'' the 
spokesperson said. , 
One representative urged protesters 
not to risk additional charges by 
resisting the possible arrest. Alliance 
members are also to refrain from 
communicating with the media. · 
''We will hold a press' conference 
following the demonstration, .at 
which time one person will read a 
statement to convey our concerns as 
a group," the' sp-okesperson said. 
The Alliance see this protest as the 
first step in an ongoing process to 
bring about some needed changes in 
the university. 
''Friday is step 'A.' We don't 
realistically believe that our goals will 
take place in one day," said the 
spokesperson. 
''We have to meet again and pro· 
test more. We are not going into this 
blindly or half-heartedly. We have a 
po·si.tive spirit working with · us and 
we're going to take advantage of it.'' 
.- -
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Election results 
Unofficial results rOr tlie stu-
dent council elections are: 
School of Architecture presi· 
dent, Elena Comrie vice president 
HoWard Gill; School of Business 
president Antonio Phillips, vice 
president Wins&on Thompson; 
School of Communications vice 
president Alonza Robertson. 
-
Work president 
Vaughan. . ' 
James A. 
' Run-offs for the· student coun-
cil elections are: · " 
School of Cotp.munications 
president:·Thomas Pierre, Jr. and 
· Robert J. Vickers, Jr.; Liberal ' 
Arts president Melissa A •. RObin· 
son and Donald M. Walker; vice 
president Althonder J. Thompson 
and Charlene A. Warner; School 
of Social Work Vice president Kim 
Amos and Patricia A. Parker. 
Run-off elections will be held 
• 
• 
, 
.. 
• 
• 
School. Of Divinity president 
Audrey_ Bennett, vice president 
Michell Venable; School of 
Engineering president Tonya 
Knight, vice preside,nt Lisa M. 
Montgomery; School of Social 
• 
l\tfarcb 8. . J" '¥ photo by Kennelh J. Rance 
Tw_O sets ~f the · HUSA slates will face a ;urH)ff on Tuesday. 
Run-off to decide HUSA race 
. . I 
·Andrea M. Morehead 
and Wendy Sharpe 
Hilllop Siaff Reponers· • 
The race for president and vice 
president of the.Howard Univer-
sity Stu.dent Association has been 
narrow.ed to two slates while oar-· 
rin Gayles captured th-e 
Undergraduate Student Trustee 
post. 
Because neither slate, Daniel 
·Goodwin/ Joseph Branch nor Van 
Johnson/ Brian Watkins, ieCeived 
the required 51 percent of ·the stu-
dent vote, a run-off between the 
first and second place winners of 
Wednesdi:i.y~s elections will be held. 
March 8. 
Goodwin and Branch who call . 
themselves ''The Pinnacle,'' 
received 47 percent of student 
votes, whereas the ·slate Of John-
son and Watkin·s o6tained 27 per-
cent. The ticket ·or Zenobia White 
.and Liz Morton received 25 · 
• percent. . . . 
· Gayles sald h6 is cautious about 
celebrating his victory because of 
a, contestation filed . by a fellow 
Undergraduate Trustee candidate 
Valerie Cummings." -. 
Election c;:ommittee ·chairman 
Gerald Smith said the committee 
will review the petition.and make 
.. 
-Regif?aldLewis gives HU 
$1 million en'do·wment 
• 
. . .. . . . 
' 
' Reginald Lewis 
' 
By Michael ~lone 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
uhiversity. 
The university's endowment fund 
ranked third among African-
Americaninstitutio"ns last year. It was 
reported to be $40 million. 
The private ceremony took. place 
on the wes~· campus February 3. At 
the request of Lewis, six students 
, witnessed the presentation: 
Howard Universit:Y Student Ass9cia-
tioii President Garfield Swaby, vice 
president Robert Tumer; The Hilltop 
managing editorAloni:a Robertson; 
Mis1s Howard, Robin · Melatib, and 
Liberal Arts Student Council presi-
derit, Kelvin Joni;:s. · , 
Lewis, a ·multi-mi!Jionaire, rose to 
national prominence when he made 
a leverage buyOut of Beatrice Inter-
national Food· Inc. in Aug .. 1987. 
The .+5-vear-old exoedientlv con-
summated the ·deal by uelling sec-
tions of Beati-i.ce which left the' TLC 
Group with $1 19 billion iq sales, ac-
cording to Financial World. 
a deci~ion by today. 
Because of the· lack of student 
voting participation, both slates 
urge niore students to vote in the 
March 8 election. 
''We're disappointed with t)le 
number of Students Who voted. 
With over 10,000 students attend-
ing Howard, less than 2,000 vot-
ed,'' Johnson said . 
. Last year, 2,437 students voted 
and in 1987, 2,063 students partic-
ipited. . · ' 
· Elections Committee chairman, 
Gerald Smith expects voter partic-
. ipation to be even lowe~ in the 
see Election, page 8 
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Low pay 
angers 
' . 
security . · 
' 
By Eric Smith 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
. . Membe~s ·Of ~h~ .1ifoward Univ~r­
s1ty Security D1v1s10n say -they are 
dissatisfied with their below-average 
salaries and . disgllst.ed with the 
university's procedure of hiring un-
qualified ''rent-a-OOps'' to assist the 
understaffed force in patrolling the 
campus. 
A recent report distributed by 
Lawrence Dawson, associate director 
of the Howard Security Division, said 
that unarmed security officers at 
Georgetown Unive.rsity earn $6,000 
more annually than Howard officers, 
whose starting wages are $10,760. At 
Catholic University, also. loCated in 
the District of Columbia, the officers' 
salary iS $3500 more. 
R!ev. James Green, president Qfthe 
Metropolitan Special Police Officers 
Federation, and a five-year veteran of 
the Howard s"quad, is leading the pro-
test. He said a union was formed 
in August of last )'ear to, deal .. 
specifical!Y with the concerns of '. 
security personnel at How~rd. · 
Security personnel problems are 
reaching critical proportions, Green 
said. So much so that it is having a 
detrimental effect on the role that 
security plays on campus, he said. 
''If parents knew how sectlrity was 
being run here and that .J.re have as 
see Security, page 8 
... 
photo by Donovan Marks 
' 
Entrepren.ellr · Reginald Lewis 
recently made a one million dollar 
donation ·to the university's endow-
·ment fund. Dr. Carl .. Anderson, vice.-
president of Student Affy.irs accept~d 
the personal check on behalf of the 
The TLC Grd'up, which consists of 
Howard graduates, . 
see Lew,is, page 8 i 
Prime Ministe~ Hamilton Green of Guyana spoke to Howard students Monday. 
See related story, poge 8. 
. . 
. Incidents · of . sexual harassment taint 
• 
By Yolanda Sampson 
: Hilltop Staff Reporier · . 
Karrie Rodgers, a 23-y"ear old 
-senior ·majoring in English charged 
that she was sexually harassed by 
School of Communications professor 
who resigned earlier this semester. 
Rl-dgers said the incident occurred 
last October and Howard had been 
investigating the professor since Nov. 
1988. Orlando Taylor, dean of1 the 
School of Communications refused 
to commc!nt as to whether the profes-
sor's-departure wa.s relcited to the al-
leged incident. The profe~sor in 
question was unavailable for 
comment. 
''I had the professor as an instruc-
tor for two semesters. On~ day,. he 
asked me if l had trouble with any of 
my classes, and I told him that I was 
having trouble wit~ Spanish, English 
and a [communications] class. He 
said that he would tutor ·me that 
Saturday," Rodgers said. 
According tQ Rodgers, the profes-
sor came to her apartment on Oct. 8, 
SPORTS 
-
- . • 
1988, witl:i a bottle of wine. After he 
took his shoes off, he asked Rodgers 
about her s.exual fahtasies. 
''We were silent for about 15 
minutes. Then he told'me that he had 
fantasized/ about me for two years, 
and he asked me did I .want him or 
love him,' ~ she said. 
On Monday, Rodgers told him sh.e 
thought he was going to help her with 
her homework but that she ques" 
tioried his motives. .' 
Although the issue is not widely 
Publicized, 02 of 100 Howard under-
graduate students responding to an 
independent survey by The Hilltop 
Said, based on personal experiences 
or tltose of other students, sexual 
harassment is a in~jor problem on 
campus. . 
The Equal Eriiployment Opportu-
. nity Commission defin,es sexual 
harassment as a form of sex.discrimi-
nation. ''It consists of unwelcome 
sexual advances, requests for sexual 
favor.s and other verbal o.r physical 
conduct of sexual nature. 
''Such conduct has thC purpose or 
effect ,pf unieasonably· interfering 
with an individual's work perfor-
mance or creating an intimidating or 
hostile environment'. Obscene sounds 
such as whistling, derogatory jokes of 
sexual nature, and behavior Jlt off-
campus events constitutes sexual 
harassment.'' 
1 
Following the . incident, Rodgers 
made some fliers and put them on the 
walls of the School of :Communi-
cations. 
The fliers read,''Female students 
unite·. Do not stand for sexual 
hariissment one minute longer. Sex-
ual harasSment is criminal behavior. 
Report all incidents at once!'' 
''The professor saw the fliers, and 
on the thii;d floor of the School· of 
Communications, he told me that he 
thought that I put them up. He 
offered an apology. He brought reli-
gon into it and · asked for forgive-
ness,'' Rodgers said. 
·••I was still not satisfied because I 
was talking tO someone else who 
mentioned what the same professoi-
did to another girl. It sounded just 
,lnt'I 
Truce aids . 
Angolan 
'oil 
pg. 11 
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~· ·--···'""········-' 
campus atmosphere, 
like my story. I decided to tell the 
chairman of the professor's depart-
ment. He took the situation to the 
general counsel,''Rodgers said. 
i Robin Blackwell, a paralegal at 
Howard's University Counsel and 
Legal Affairs Office said the univer-
sity reacts strongly to sexual harass-
ment · on campus, but that issues of 
that nature are confidential. 
According to her office, faculty and 
student relationships are prohibited. 
Three years ago, another fe.male 
-Howard student found herself in an 
awkward situation. when she awoke 
to find her functions professor laying 
on top of her. 
The professor suggested that ''Sta-
ci Brown," (not her real name) a 
senior finance major from Michigan, 
.ind three other female students join 
him at his home for a study session . 
After twO hours of studying, Brown 
felt sick and lay down to rest briefly. 
Upon awakening, Brown was 
shocked to realize that not only had 
her classmates deserted her, but that 
her professor had positioned his 
naked body on top 1of hers, she said . 
Sexual harassment of students con-
stitutes a violation of Title IX of the 
U.S. Constitution Education 
Amendments of 1972 which may 
result in termination or resignation of 
faculty or staff. The victim's consent 
is no defense to a charge of sexual 
harassment. 
According tO the ASsociation of 
American Colleges, courts react 
strongly to sexual harassment in an 
academic settipg and find it impJr-
tant to maintain a healthy education-
al environment. 
, Some students believe that verbal 
advances from 1security offiCers con-
stitute much of the harassment ~n 
campus. 
Forty undergraduate students sur-
veyed said Howard t.;Jniversity secu-
rity guards -.ire more Qf a ~enace 
• 
than a helpful force. -
The survey also revealed that · 
almost half of Howard's female stu-
dents do not trust Howard's security 
see Harass, page 8 
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'Salute' hails business suc~ess storie~ 
.. 
Magca,ine publisher John John'Vn . stress~s 
import.ance of early entrepreneurship , · 
' . . 
• 
-
-',... 
i I . 
' . Kellye Lynne Shumate 
Hilltop Staff R~porter 
,~ Promirlent business en-
treoreneurs met with 'Howard 
University students and otlJ.er I~ 
and national guests at an awards 
lunWieon Tuesday for the Salute 
to -Slacks in Business Conference. · 
The luncheon was held in the 
Armour J. Blackburn Center and 
honored various successful 
business leaders such as Thomas J. 
Burrell, chairman of Burrell 
Communications Group; Earl G. 
Graves, publisher Of Black .Enter-
prise magazine; and Albert W. 
Johnson, founder and president of 
Al Johnson Cadillac Inc. 
John H. Johnson, founder arid 
CEO of Johnson Publishing Co., 
delivered the keynote address and 
urged students to make career 
decisions early and to establish 
connections which serve as poten-
tial financial backers. 
' 'You have to decide what you 
want to do now . . You're wastillg 
valuable time. Find ways to raise 
capital from those who love you, 
care abour you and believe in 
you," said Johnson. He too was 
honored for his contributioris to 
African-American businesses. 
. ' . 
/ohnson; · whose book Suc-
ceeding Against the Odds is 
·scheduled for release this May, 
also noted !Rat students should not 
be · afraid to invest in sriiall 
business. 
''Young people are always go- . 
ing to start a chain of super-
market.s and do somethtng on a 
grandiose scale. Why don't we 
Start. with one little grocery store, 
one thing at a time,'' he said. 
He added that complacenoy·has 
no place in the business world. 
''If you have a good idea and 
you believe in it, you cannot just 
sit around and complain, we have 
to find a way to succeed and over-
come the odds.'' · 
Johnson said his personal tips 
for • success iR business are ''to · 
develop a product' that is needed, 
identify your customCrs and thiiik 
of appeals. '' ' 
The publisher's final appeal to 
future business lCaders is ''to 
create a- ·n.ow wealth; develop new . 
products and build new things.'' . 
The Salute to Black Bl!iiness · 
was sponsored by the School of 
Business and Public Administra-
tion, the School of Business Stu-
dent Council and the Howard 
University Small Business 
pbolJ> by Keith Dorman Jr. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
; ~bolo by Keith Dorman Jr. 
John H. Johns9n was. the ''Solute to Block Busine~s'' keynote speaker. 
Development Center. 
During his · addres&, Graves 
described Johnson as ''brave, 
determined, dedicated, conscien-
tious' and powerful." . .. 
' 'His· rJohnson'sl is a story 
wh~h ~itomize~ that which is the 
very essence of the true 'American 
entrepreneural spirit which we 
" have tried .to capture with each 
iss4e of Black Enterprise magazine 
over the past two decades,'' said 
Graves. 
Other speakers included: R6bert 
L.· Johnson, founder and presi-
dent of Black Entertainment 
see Salute, page 8 . 
Former Congressman Pari-en Mitchell giVes 
guarded supjJort to minority set-aside ruling 
By JoAn Rochez 
Hilltop Staff Reporter · 
j\.frican~Americans ''can't .af-
ford the luxury'' of pitting large 
African-American businesses 
against small nedgling businesses, 
said former Congressman Parren 
J. Mitchell, chairman of thC 
Minorify BusineSs Legal Defense 
Fund. .' 
As keynote speaker at the 
fourth annual ''Salute to Black 
Business'' mini-conferenc·e 
breakfast at The Howard Inn 
Tuesday, Mitchell said that, ''in a 
perverse _way,'' he is delighted 
.about thf? rec~nt Supreme Court 
decision curbing minority 
set-aside~. . _ · 11 1 , 
' 'I· was disturbed by all the 
_ apath~in the black cqmmunity,'' 
· said Mitchell , who during 16 years 
in ·con'gre~s. was responsible for .· 
approXini.ately $20 billion going to 
African-American businesses. 
\ 
In January, the Supreme Court · 
in a 6-3 detison, fuleclrthat a Rich-
mond, Va. program setting aside 
30 percent of its construction cori-
tracts to minorities was a form of 
reverse discrimination. In order 
for local and state firms to 
establish set-aside programs, he 
said, they first must.prove specific 
discrimination. 
Mitche.11 said the ruling presents 
obstacles, ·but he is optimistic and 
points out that African~Americans 
c<in surmount the setback. 
''If we have the tenacity and 
willingness to come together, we 
can overcome," he said. 
He also cautioned the crowd 
that the decision will have ''a chill-
ing effect in the private sector as 
well. It's going·to·be more difficult 
· to penetrate the private sector ." 
He a:dded th::lt, in earlier years, 
large non-minority businesses 
hired African-Americans because 
affirmative.actioll' posed a threat. 
With · that threat slowly being 
Johnson and former c;origressmon P'arren J. Mitchell shqre ideas. 
Mitch·eJI also said that du.ring. 
. economic prosperity and with the 
help o.f minority set-asides, his 
African-American colleagues rare-
ly visited hi s office. 
. eliminated,1thosebusinesses will no 
lon·ger feel the need to give 
-African-Ariiericans an 
opportilnity. 
• 
• 
Vandals strike Department of J ournalisni ' 
' 
BY Lasandra Bowman 
and Marsha A. Thomas 
Hillrop Staff Reporters 
. 
An apparent act of vandalism· has 
left eight gaping holes in . a second 
floor .. wall in the School of 
Communications. 
The. holes, varying in siz_e, line the 
· .right side of the hallway near the 
Communit y News newspap~r's 
ed itorial room and the journalJsm 
department' s typing room. 
Steve Wyche , e'<ecutive editor of 
the Communirv New!l was one of the 
· first people to-see the damage when 
he entered the building Wednesday 
morning . Wyche said that his initial 
feeling was that of disgust. 
''.I just assumed that so19eone 1<,>st_ 
their mind . I think it's vf!r.y stupid. · 
I don't know what they wCre trying . 
to prove," he said. · 
According to Wyche the paper's 
sports editor Bruce Speight, a j·unior 
journalism ml1a jor, said that 
everything was fine when he lef.t at 
midnight . Wyche said that, according 
to Speight, ''it must have happened 
overnight," because when he left at 
midnight, ''nothing was wrong." 
''I was notified about the incident 
when I came in around 8:20 a.m. bY 
one of the work,ers wh!J cleans 
W-24, '' said Catherinet Smith, 
secretary for Qr. Lawrence l,(aggwa, 
chairman of the Department of 
Journalism.· 
. 
• 
• • 
Dr. Clint C. Wilson, associate 
d~an of the School of Communica-' 
tions, said while he had been con-
tacted by Howard' s security division 
a:bout the incident, he has no leads as 
of yet. Security, is · p·resently in-
vestigating' the incident . · · 
Lawrence S. Dawson, associate 
director and chief of security, said 
tha_t h_y- as told by head . of 
i:na1ntenanc. on Wednesday. . 
The bu' ing's Bryant· Sfreet en-
trance o Ils at 6 a.m. and closes at 
6 p.m.. he Fourth Str.eet entrance 
closes a 9 p.m .. 
Acco ing to securjty~ the Sixth 
Street d s located near the WHlJR-
FM radio st \on is the only entrance 
open until midnight . Dawson said_ 
one seCurity officer is stationed arthe 
entrance to sign in all persons ehter-
ing the building. · · 
Wilson .said he is Currently con-
sidering better ways to prevent a reoc-
, curence: of the incident . . ~ 
. ciThe problem for me is that we 
[communications students] are not 
only tenants·in the building. I Cannot 
totally secure the building wjthout . 
cre11ting problems fpr the other 
tenants in the building;'' said WiJsori. · 
Wilson added that the problem in 
securing the building' after non-
communications students have lefi, is 
that ''communications is not a nine 
to five situation.'' He said that most 
of the school's stUdents have to ·use 
the fa~ilities hours after their classes 
I 
• • 
. 
• photo by Keith Dorman ,r. 
Vandals damaged a conidor in the School of Communiciations. · 
. . . 
• 
• • 
end. 
Students ahd faculty were shock-
ed by the vandilism. 
'' I think that it is ridiculous and 
don't understand why people would ' 
want of deface school property and 
I hope that it was someone who 
doesn't go here,' ' said Shelley Tag-
gart, a senior in communications. 
~-· 1 think that it is a shame that 
Howard UniverSity studehts that take 
pride in their campus have to put up 
with this,'' sajd journal.ism' professor, 
Frances Murphy. 
Campus 
events • 
Upward Bound hosts fair for area students • 
Friday, March 3,All applica-
·ticns for the Patricia Roberts Har-
ris internships inust be turned in. 
Applicatibns may be pickeQ · up 
from the office of the Vice presi-
dent for Academic Affairs in 
Room 300 in the Administration 
buildingi Decisions will be an-
nounced April 21 . For more in-
formation contact Dr. Joseph P. 
McCormick at 636-6720. 
.Friday, March 3, from 10 
a.m.-1 p.m.Bill Cosby will speak By Shrona foreman 
• Hilltop Staff Re;xiner 
r 
Ir. an effort to prepare high school 
stuPents for college, Howard Univer-
sity's Upward Bound program spon-
sored a college fair for area youth 
Saturday in honor of National Trio 
Day. I 
Natiolial Trio Day was establish-
,ed in 1965 by Congress as a means to 
celebrate to ~ognize educati0:nal op:-
portuni ties for ciisadvatanged 
students . Trio programs include: Up- -
ward Bound, Talent Search, Student 
Support Services arid Educatic;inal 
Opportunity Ceriters.' 
According to J9seph Bell, director 
of Upward Bound, National Trio 
Day is one .way of informing the 
higher educatiori community of· the 
services prOvided by the trio 
programs. . 
''Capitol Hill knows more about . 
the ·trio programs· than people within 
. the higher education conimunit)1• 
Perhaps TriO ·Day will help to 
alleviate ·this problem," said Bell. 
With nearly 20 colleges and univer-
sities representffi , the fair provided 
high school students with an oppor-
tunity to learn about various 
schools. 
• 
. • 
• 
• 
Representatives were on.hand from 
universities in and around the District 
of Columbia and traditionally 
. African-American institutions such 
as Spelman Colle~e anP Wilberforce 
UniveFsity partif: ipated. . . 
• 
According to Cindi Jackson, the 
fair's coordinator, the event was 
designed to assist students in their 
dreams of attending college . 
·••we want students to realize the 
value of higher education.· By pursu-
ing higher education; they are insured 
a successful future," said Jackson. 
• 
see Fair, page 8-. 
• 
' 
at the Charter Day Convocation 
in Cramton. Auditorium. ·Lee At-
water, Howz.:-d's new Trustee 
will also be introduced to Ho-
ward students . 
Tllesday, March 28 ,. ~rom 
7:30-9:30 a.m. The Small Bysiness 
Development· Ce11ter will hqst its 
. ''Export Now Roundtable'' 
breakfast discussion in Howurd 
InO's Reeve Room. There is C\·$30 
pre-registration fee, $40 for on-
site registration. For more info11 
cOntact ... the SBDC office at I 
636-5150. • 
• 
• 
I 
'. 
• 
• 
photo by Keith Dorman Jr. 
• • The Howard Ploxa Towers is scheduled to open this Moy. · 
New dorm tenants 
will pay $580-$1,200 
By Michelle Hord 
and Tamera Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
The long-awaited completion of 
$48.l million the Howard graduate 
dorms is only months away accdrding 
to Dean William Keene of the Office 
of .Residence Life . 
The Howard Plaza Towt!rs are 
located at 2251 Sherman Avenue, 
N.W., just off the main campus. 
Scheduled to open in May', the 
apartment-style dorms won't be 
!11-anaged like Howard's other hous-
ing . 
''The dorms are set up like any 
other apartment building one would 
rent from in the city. The only 
difference is that they are owned by 
the university," Keene said. 
''The Towers will not be a part of 
the housing lottery. Students will 
apply and have their references 
checked like any other apartment 
building," he said . - f 
The Towers, built to house 
graduate · students consist of two 
IO.story buildings and offer five types 
of accomodations: efficiency, one-
bedroom, ,double studio, two-
bedroom and fhree-bedroom. , 
According to Ellen Lopez, assis-
tant to Shannon and Luchs' proper-
ty manager, the Towers· are for mar-
ried students and faculty members. 
''Although.they are meant for grad 
students, no one is being screened out 
· at this point,'' said Lopez. • 
The apartments are not furnished, 
but offer fully-equipped kitchens and 
wall-to-wall carpeting. 
Although no final prices have been 
set, the tentative monthly rent will 
range frorfi $580 for an efficiency to 
$1,200 for a three-bedroow 
see Towers, page 8 
• 
Advertising-program 
headed for expansion 
• 
. 
By Donna Williams 
Hilltop St:iff Repo~er 
students working 20 hours per_week 
Students in the School of Com-
munications will soon witness the 
birth of an advertising sales 
curriculum. 
as representatives, Kaggwa said. The 
scholarships will be awarded as salary 
and paid directly to students in the--
program. 
According to Dr. Lawrence Kag-
gwa, chairman of the Department of 
Journ~li s m, Giant Food, The 
Washington Post, The Baltimore Sun. 
and the International Newspaper 
The Post is providing a trainer with 
experienced in advertisirig sales and 
will share the cost with Howard 
University. The Sun has agreed to 
develop an Adopt-A-University part-
nership with Howard. 
. Advertising and Marketing Ex-
ecutives Foundation (INAME) join-
ed forces last month to d'evelop the 
Students will sell advertising for 
The Community Ne'>YS, the award-
winning newspaper produced by 
department of journalism. It has a 
new course. circulation of more than 10,000 and 
The program is design~.d to start is distributed in is· communities sur-
students in a course as a newspaper rounding the main campus. 
advertising sales people. ''Giant has always demonstrated 
Giant, the area's largest retail food 
d · ·11 vi"d d its corporate philosophy by being in-a vert1se~ • .wi pro e st~ ent ., valved cooperatively with citizens in 
scholarships for; the program in ex- . the community we are proud to serve. 
change for full-page ads in The Com- This program with Howard, ilniver-
munity News. rhe company . h~s .. 
already committed $20,000 for four see Advertising, page 8 
When youre the . 
best in LSAT prep 
yougetalotof 
free advertising. 
Why do many LSAT prep ·experts" keep comp~ing 
tl1emselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dent 
want you to start comparing with real facts and figures. 
If you did, you'd discover that more lyy League Ia;-v 
11 students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. Youd 
discover the wodds largest test prep research stalf. the 
most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive 
comp~terized diagnostic program. . . 
Yolid discover that you never have to TTUSS a class-
either review lessons with an instructor o r with our 
LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never ckise you o.ut of a 
course because we can add classes to filt students needs. 
You' ct discover that our LSAT prep is .. and ~!ways 
h 1s been. guaranteed. And lastly. that Kaplan students 
ai:e well-represented among those who score the n:ost. 
So call Enroll. You'll discover just why Kaplan is stu· 
dents' first ~hoice for LSAT p(ep-and other compa9ies' 
first choice for imitation . 1· LAN 
CALL DAYS EVENINGS 6 WEEKENDS 
• • , STAN UY H. lAPllJI EDUU.notW aNm lt_D . 
• 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN IS READY 
FOR THE NEW LSAT! ARE YOU? . 
. 24-t·l-'56 
v.•:i.m.. D.C. 
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Blowout ·in Burr: ·Lady Bison beat Ea les by 58 
·~ . . . 
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photo by Kenneth J. Rance 
:aaseball· team falters but 
rebounds to win 4 straight 
By Maynard Clarke 
Hilltop Staff R'eporter 
The Howard University baseball 
·team opened the ;1989 season 
unceremoniously as i\ lost a double-
header, in arctic-like temperatute,to 
East Carolina University 1n Ureen-
ville. N.C ., on Feb. 22. 
' 
Pitche r· Darrell Mood y, a 
sophomore southpaw [left-handed 
pitcher] , took the fir~t lqss as he gave 
up all eight of ECU's runs. John 
\ Moody 1 the Bison 's left-fielder 
knocked in the only run of the game 
for Howard·. 
In the second game, the Bison pro-
ved to be no match for ECU's Matt 
Langdon , as he held the team to a 
sin~le run . Robert Gorham and Ken-
neth Clark.combined to give up IO 
runs to ECU batters. Gorham was · 
credited with the loss. 
• 
• 
Th is past weekend the team pa r-
ti cipated in the Mt:AC ro und robin 
tou rnament in Grangebu rg, S.C. The 
team's luck failed to' change, as they 
lost the first game ·10 . arCh-rival 
Flo rida A&M by a 5 to l Sc6re. 
Senior fireballer Anthony Young 
reversed the team'.> lo sing streak 
1,1,,hen he stopped Df laware State to 
give the 'team it s first victory of·the 
season; 8 to 7. . ~ 
Next in the rouri.d robin, i)itcher 
Darrell Moody had a s'ti-ong game en 
route to an 18-2 blowout of Coppin. 
State. ·The winning continued as 
Gorham , a freshman, picked ·up his 
first collegiate victory in a 13-3 stom-
ping o f the North. Carolina A&·T 
Aggies. . 
Hard-throwing sophomore Dai:yl 
Carter made it four victories in a row 
for th_e Bison as he struck out".eight 
batters. The ·Bison will face cross-
town rival George Washington at 
Banneker field . next Tuesday . 
• 
Ar! :degr,-ee ·. 
~V(es you a degree 
of expenence. 
The Northeastern Co-op MBA progr.µn enables you to eai11 · · & 
your degree in just 21 months and still earn money for yGUr · 
education- paid profes.sional work experience is an integral 
part oli;.he curriculum. 
Northeastern University, one of the country's leaders in 
.cooperative education, has offered this outstanding educa-
tional option to MBA candidates for over 20 years. 
The Co-op MBA program begins in June and·January. 
Application deadlines are April 15 and November 1, respec-
tively. For details, return the coupon below. · · 
r-------------~----------~ I Yes, I 'd like to find out more about a Northe11-stern Co-op fvtBA degree. Se11d to: I 
I Graduate School Qf Business Administra t.ion , 205 llayde11 lia ll, Northeastern I Unive rsity, 360 ~lu n tington Ave. , Boston , MA 021 15. 
I •·- I I . I I Al.ldre!IS , I 
I' City State • Zip I 
I Non helllllern U ~iver.ilty Is an equal opfl<>Munity,effi rmat irv~: a,•,· t1< ~n t'n•ployt' r, Tr"r' " Colle~t· of llL1sint•>l' ' • • I I Arlmlni.<! mtl9n 1s ecrrrdit~< I bl' th~ American A.-...,mbly n .;., e'°alt• SrlH HJI> o lu<ln e.s. I 
•• .,, ., •, 1.,;, nOrtheastem·University I ·  Theclwicefarmanagemeri. fl02i I 
(' <) - ( > 11 l\I J) .~ 
• 
' 
• • 
• 
• \.' : 
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By Jeannie Morre 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
It was showtime for the Lady 
Bison Monday· _night as· they blew 
away the Eagles of ttie University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore 107-49· at 
Burr Gymnasium and advanced to. 
~ the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Conference 
semi-finals. 
The show began in the first half 
. when the Lady Bison exploded past 
the Eagles 57 to 16, making it clea1r 
why they were already number one in 
the co1fc:-ence. r 
·in the second half, the Lady Bison 
added mote entertaining moves to 
their game and dazzled the fans as 
t~ey cruised to a 58 point victory over 
the · Eagles . . 
The leading scorers for Howard 
were sophomore forwa-rd Kareri 
Wilkins who registered 27 points, 
junior forward Karee. Abrams who 
had 24 points, and sophomore guard 
Felicia Oliver who scored 22 points. 
T)Vo sophomores, guard LaShawn 
Fann and center Mfillene Henderson, 
also made major contributions to the 
game. Fann had nine assists and 
Henderson snatched 10 rebounds. 
Karen Abrams, LaShawn Fan·n, and · 
Karen Wilkins also grabbed.eight re-
bounds each. 
photo by Kenneth J . Rance 
• The Lady Bison defense has been 
an import3.nt factor for them so far 
this season; and Coach Sanya Tyler 
feels that it will be a key factor 
throughout the t()~·(rnament. ' 
above: Tamara Abernathy 
moves. in to stop a driving 
EJigle .. 
below: Couitenay Val~ntine 
leads the fast break. 
• 
-
• 
' 
'.'The team that plays the defense 
makes the opportunities for of-
fense," said Tyler. ''If we play as 
hard as we can play and do th'e things 
· that we know we're capable of doing, 
then we should be successful in our 
first round.'' · · 
Winning the game against .the 
Eagles has put fire in the hearts of 
each team ·member, according to 
Tyler. ''We're really pumped up and 
ready to go. We've got two seniors 
that will be finishing this year and this 
will be their fourth time in the con-
ference. We waiit to make sure it's 
their fourth time in the confereilce 
championship,' ' said Tyier. 
ven though they have been in 
p vious finaJs, the team is by no 
m ans taking this conference chain-
pi nship lightly. Coach Tyler , said 
th t this year's championship is a 
se ious matter. 
''No.thing is being taken for 
gr nted right here. This is our second se~on going down to the tournament 
artd we're pumped to be down there. 
\\:"F're picked to win it . I think that 
[tliose who made these predictions] 
pJt enough confidence in Howard's a~lity to defend its championship, 
aiiJ we take this as a serious notion.'' 
For the past four games the Lady 
Bikon have had the home court ad-
valntage·r 1"" Tyler· feels that since 
Hfward is a road ~earn', they will 
h~ve no problem playing down in 
G eensboro. 
'We're a road team. Traditional-
ly we play 17 games on the road a 
ye r, and we do quite well on the 
ro d, 11 explained Tyler: 
ne of the team's leadirig scorers, 
K ren Wilk~ns. has had an outstan-
dipg year of collegiate play. She 
sc? red more points in her first year 
than any female in the history of 
Hbward University. During the game 
against the Eagles, Wilkins also set a 
re~ord for tbe most points scored in 
orle lialf. 
~lthou~~. Wilkins is proud of her 
aci;:omplishments, she is concen-
tia\ing more on the tournament right 
nojw. ''I feel real good about them, 
b1*: I'm not really concentrating on . 
th se goals that I've just [reached]. 
I' really c6ricentrating on this tqur-
n ent,'' said Wilkins. 
he Lady Bison will face 
B hune-Cookman College on Friday 
1n Greensboro, N.C. Wifl-
01 g this tournament is very impor-
ta t to Tyler and to the Lady Bison, 
a d they ·see no reason why they 
uld not do it. . 
''Howard is a tournament team 
[ d) a tough team. We've got a lot 
o talent and a lot of young people. 
T ey want to experience that feeling 
[ f winning],'' she added. ! 
. c 
·~ 
• • 
· confusin~ note 
By Jason B. Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' Bizarre! That's fhe only way to 1 • 
describe the final regular season 
game of the men•s basketball 
team, last Sunday. 
In a contest at Morgan State, 
play was stopped, and the game 
eventually cancelled, late in the 
first half after H9ward and 
Morgan fans were iflvolved in 
repeated confrontations in the 
stands. According to Ed Hill, 
director of Howard's Sports In-
forn:iation Office, the game was 
cancelled and .Morgan State was 
awarded the victory by default. 
''It goes down as a victory to 
Morgan State. The official st.op-
ped the game and instructed A.B. 
[Williamson, Howard's head 
coach] to clear his players off the 
floor, and ht: [the official] called 
the comrriissioner, Ken Free. By 
that time Coach Williamson had 
decided not to let his team back on 
court,'' said Hill. 
The commissioner reviewed the 
material. Morgan was·ahead at.the 
time, and a decision was reached 
to give Morgan the game. Hill'Said 
that since the game had little ef-
fect on the standings in the MEAC 
conference (win or lose the Bison 
would still have finished in eighth , 
place) there w;,:~ not a great deal 
of controversy over the decision: 
Members of the basketball team 
could not be reached for their 
comments on the incident by press 
time because they had alr·eady 
departed for the playoff ganies of 
the MEAC championships. The 
final four teams in the division will 
battle it out in Greensboro, N.C. 
Mar. 3 and 4. . 
This incident highlights the fact 
that · there is no uniform MEAC 
policy as to what procedure there 
should be in the event of· a game 
disruption, such· as a . fight. 
; 
Reds:kin's Green.gives campus spiritual lift 
. . ,. .. . 
. . By Jason B. Johnson 
· Hilltop Staff Reporter 
.. . 
' 
. . 
'61ackburn in the house?'' He also 
performed as a bac~ground singer in 
the chorus group . 
• • Darrell Green is a man who. After the show, he explairted' that 
thi:ough h.i~faith in G0d; is at pe:ace · · he has been an active membe('. bf ~he 
With himself and the world ar~ound church for three years arid tllai 
him. Green, an all-pro cornerhack rel.igion is a ce.ntral part of his life. 
with the Washington Redskins, came ''I've been .with the Redskins six 
to Howar'd' s ·Human Ec'ology years, and I got invblved when I first 
auditoiium ·Tuesday night to share came here. I gave my life to God in 
that peace with the jeople gathered college. The word o.f God cut me 
there. · . open. It cut the truth out of me like 
In a musical drama celebrating a doctor cuts and heals a patient," 
Black f.l.isto.ry Month, 'Green and said Green. 
sevetal othet members of his churi:h, He said that he iS involved in ac-
the Evangel Temple, presented deeply tivitiefl such as these to let others 
· religious and sPiritual messages about benefit from the things he has ex-
the A{rican-American family and . perienced in life. He warned that out-
community, using songs and skits· to ward , success does not ensure 
gel their points across. happiness. 
Green's part in the c:vening was out'1 ''It doesn't matter if the world 
of the· spotlight. As a disc jockey, he ' say's you're great; i~'s whether the 
urged dancers in one scene to ''Say spirit of God is inside you. I had a 
ho! Howard, Ho ~rampton! Is friend who hung himself. You would 
never haye thouStit [he was] a pCrson 
Who would do something like that. 
''It's not 'I'm a man because I got ;-~·. · ~ 
a degree.' It's not because •i have a ~.. ·:a.:~ 
lot of women.''' said Green 
(He said that even though some of 
h;s teammates don't share JM~ beliefs, 
tliey all share a deep respect and love 
for one another. He also condemn-
ed the intense drug-related violence 
t~at is presently plaguing the District, 
and said the entire community must 
df> what.it can to reverse the crcte of 
destru.ct1on. 
' "W ' e can t even count the amount 
of drug addicts and drug users in this 
aity. But I hope that one day, by the 
same token, we won't be able to 
ooh unt the number of men in this city 
t at will stand up for God. When 
that happens this world will be an in-
cfedible place." ' 
- ,. Spo /rts 
spotl;ight 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
William Moulkie 
' 
. . 
·Moultrie to coach nations best 
' By Nwandi '°'awson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Many of'the poWerhouses Of the 
track and field world will compete in 
·the 1989 World Indoor Track Cham-
pionships Mar. 3 through 5 in 
Budapest; Hungary. A familiar 
Howard University figure, athletic 
director William Moultrie, will lead 
th'e U.S. men .. s team. 
!vJore than 40 countries are expect-
ed to atten.d this. second annual com-
petition, 3.nd Moultrie looks forward 
tO the opportunity to lead the U.S. 
toward victory. 
''I'm really excited about the op-
portunity tO" represent the United 
States as head coach [of the men's 
team],'' he said .. ''More importantly 
I'm honored to be able to represent 
Howard Uriivetsity •. " 
Moultrie describeS the whole ex-
perience aS a ''dream come true,'' but·· 
he has been doing more than dream-
ing to prepare for such ~ presti~i~us. 
coaching spqt. He _established .h~s 1~­
ternational coaching reputation 10 
1986 when he led the U.S. sprirtfand 
• 
relay teams at the Goodwill Games in 
Moscow. 
. Working his way up from high 
school coaching, Moultrie became 
·the first African-American coach at 
Stan"ford University in 1%8 before 
coming to How.ard in 1973. He is-also 
the sole African-American member 
of the U.S. World Championship 
team. 
''You can't help but feel kind of 
proud or.being the first,'' he said. 
The trials for the U.S. team wer.e 
held Feb. 24 ·in Madison Square 
Garden in Ne'Y York. The two top-
ranked competitors in each event will 
be chosen tc;> represent the country in 
Hungary. 
Participation.in the games will un-
doubtedly increase Moultrie's 
rtOtoriety in the track: world. But, 
Moultrie said, ·Howard is already 
recognized as a track power. 
''People feel that Hbward Univer-
sity has track knowledge and know-
how," according to Moultrie. ''I'm 
just indebted to Howard for helping 
me to achieve world-class level.'' 
I 
Chuck Hinton' 
Hinton· bats for 400th HU • Win 
By Maynard Clarke 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Entering his 16th season as hea"d 
c.oai:h of the Howard UniversitY, 
baseball team, Chuck Hinton, a 
. father figure a·nd mentor to the 
players, guides them both on and off 
the fieia~ 
HintoJl has already brought the 
Bison·five Mid-Eastern Athletic Con-
ference championships and has seen 
25 of his players go professional. This 
season an historic mileston~ is within 
his grasp, his 400th career Bison 
victory. ~ 
In 1984 he was inducted into the 
Washington Hall of Stars at ·Robert 
F. Kennedy Stadium. His name can 
be found next to Vince Lombardi's 
along the railin~s at R.F.K. 
He spent six years with the 
Washington Senators and holds the 
distinction of beiQg the only playei in 
the history of the franchise to hit 300. 
As a professional he played every 
P•'->ition except pitcher. ·· 
In 1964 he wa51elected to play in 
the All-Star gam7.fand in 1986 he was 
selected to play in the Cracker Jack 
Old-Timers game at R.F.K. A native 
of Rocky Mount, N.C., he graduated 
from Shaw University in Raleigh. 
ln an effort to create more interest in 
baseball in the city, he corlducts 
youth clinics. • 
Hinton has stated that it is the 
coach's duty to help build a student 
athlete's character, not just his 
athletic skills. ' 1You like to thirik'you 
can contribute to the all-around · 
development-not just as an, athlete, 
but as an individual,"he said. 
''However it doesn't hurt to. win 
some ball games along · the way.'' 
something he has proven time aild 
time again as his ballplayers continue. · 
to succeed on and off the field. 
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Editorials .. . ' 
' 
' . 
. A ~en·se o.( purpQse?· 
We'll probably make more· enemies, but it · distorting the truth to a disgusting degree. Orie 
needs to be said. Thi~ year's campaign- for candidate for HUSA president, [laniel Good-
1-IUSA president and vice president was win, referred to· a Hilltop story rioting a pro-
tremendously disappointing to all of us. · · bable 15 percent tuition increase as"<> flat out 
· The campaign quickly degenerated into a lot lie. " · 
o f style and symbols rather than substantive "I called up the chief editor, and she said 
efforts by concerned sludents. The' rhymes· and · 'I made a m:stake. I thought r overheard it 
riddles used by the candidates quickly disen- · somewhere."'. This untrue statement was 
c hanted most .students and _kept them away · followed up by a call to _Goodwin the next 
from the polls...__ . · . · morning in which he said he "couldn't believe 
If the candidateScspent as much time on the . people were saying that." 
content of their campaign' as.Jhey did dress- A large part of the blame for the shabby 
ing to impress, pointing finger s and · calling, campaigns mu.-st fall on the General Elections 
each other names, we would be optimistic Comrr1ittee . A lack of direc{ion and authority 
about next year's administration, whoev_er it is . o!' lhe _part o( the cogimittee. allow-ed can-
But they didn't, and we have no 1nd1cat1on d1dates 't'crtal1<. about each other;nstead of their 
that the problems of the Howard community platforms. . 
will be met with effective, programatic change. The last speakout was held in a lecture-room 
The problems of this campus cannot be so!V' in Douglass Hall instead of in Cramton 
ed by explaining what any particular c~ndidate 'Auditorium. ·whose idea was this? The room . 
cannot do. . ' was overflowing ~lld people were standing . 
If students expect to be trusted with posi- five-deep in the halls! 
tions of authority, they should do their The Elections Committee knew last year tliat 
homework . The lo\v point of the entire cam- it needed someplace to hold the speakout, and 
paign came during Tuesday' s spe~kout w_hen poor planning is the only explanation for there 
the candidates for undergraduate trustee were not being a·place to seat people c<>ncerned with 
asked to name at least fou r current members.· the future of this campus•. 
of the Board of Trustees, and only ·Darrin The entire electoral process took place in 
Gayles was capable of doing so. two quick weeks, which really did !IOt give 
No student should have the audacity to pre- anyone enough tirr1e .to assess the capabilities 
sent him or herself .as a viable candidate for of the · candidates and .make an objective 
office on this campus without thoroughly choice. ·• 
understanding !he job . And, a big part of ·We chose to cricicize candidates because they 
understanding the job is to know the names are the .ones vested-With the responsibility of 
of the people you _will be \votking with, if making ·positive changes on our behalf. But 
nothin.~ else. after watching the entire process this year, the 
Most of the candidates exhibited the ski ll of candidates need to start with themselves. 
' ' 
·Make · it last for ever 
• 
The campus is being swept by protests from 
concerned students and staff and it's time that 
our ''administration'' pay attention to the in-
evitable changes that must take place if · 
Howard is to continue to be the. Capstone of 
· African-American education . _ l 
Howard students have organized to protest 
the naming of Lee Atwater to the Board of 
Trustees, and the year-long delay in the pro-
cessing of financial aid. Both protests are·very 
well-grounded and hold implications for each 
of us. ~ 
destroyed? . . 
Even the security guards have been forced 
to unify in protest against their unfair treat-
ment by the bozos on the fourth floor of the 
administration building. They are expected to 
risk their lives protec\ing 'us in the most violent 
city, west of Beirut, for slightly more than they 
would make tossing purgers at Wendy's! 
There are more than 40 vacancies on the · 
staff and meanwhile another person has fallen ' 
· frqm ·ir gunshot wound on campus. Our ad-
ministration is sleeping as we die, and we have 
to draw thelffie"f<iday. We cannot deprioritize 
security when we need it the most.· 
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Atwater's election- tci"a 'pbsiti6n of l~ader­
ship and authority in this community has caus-
ed an uproar on campus, not because he i·s · 
white or because he is a Republican. Students 
are demanding answers because he has shown' 
no commitme11t to fulfill the mission of this 
university. Furthermore, his track record '! 
reveals a history of moving against our com-
munity, ncit for us or with us . . 
Dr. Cheek has beco,me the invisible presi-
dent and it's a damn shame because . for the 
amount of money he earns, he should be on 
call 24 hours a day."We need a sign of leader-
ship and understanding, but instead, what we 
get is silence. We need to insist that Dr. Cheek 
concentrate more on running a university that 
1s falling apart than. on kissing up to 
Republicans and their money. 
. . I 
Letters to he., Editor 
The financial aid problem simply has to 
cease. Those bumbling morons expect \IS IP be 
sat1st1ea with their rhetoric but tne time tor . 
patience and understanding has come to an 
end. Positive, progressive action on the behalf 
of \hose who appear to be the most 
concer!'ed-the students-is the,.only thing 
that will allow us to eat and pay ren(. 
Had there not been a committed group .of 
students on this campus 20. years ;tgo who 
made sacrifices for us, we would prpbably still 
have . mandatory R.O.T.C. and no Afro-
American studies department. It is up to us to 
· make a· similar commitment to. eradicate our 
current woes. 
" 
, . 
~~ • 
' 
' 
l 
Security calls for immediate action from student body 
Dear Editor: UrJ11:ers · wi10 attempt to co11uuct Maryland, Georgetown and other 
random l.D. checks are met with, 3.rea schools use'ftuQents extensively 
''Why don't you pigs get out and as events and residence JI\_Onitors. 
fight real crime," followed by a Doesn't The Hilltop find 'it str~g,ge 
stream of unprintables. If Howard is that .Howard students won't wo?t' in 
to rid itself Of d.rugs ~nd violenc_e, it ' those capacities? ~lso, ·why has. it 
must work to create a consensus in been inipossible to get students 10-
opposition to them. • The Hill,Op is valved in a viable campus escort ser".-
well placed to lead 'the consensus- ice? Could Howard students be less 
building effort. · . c6mmunity-minded than other 
The agenda-setting of the Board of Trustees 
reaehes far beyond Georgia Ave., •and we do 
J!Ot wapt to trust such. a position (6 a weasel 
with a resume covered with grime. And, with 
the overwhelming majority of students receiv: 
• • 1ng some type of fl.nancial aid, we 'can't.,wait , 
i It is unfortunate; D.r. Cosby,.that you were 
scheduled to speak·at .a time when we felt the 
need to stand up for what is right. We mean 
no disrespect to you.and in fact applaud your 
support of Afr_ican-Atnerican universities. 
While we desire to hear your w.ords, we are 
distracted by the man sitting behind you on. 
the Cramton stage. 
.. The n~ture of the Secut ity art~· rle 
in the Feb. 17 edition ·of The Hi/It , 
concerning the Feb. 10 shooting · -
cident in ,the Blackburn Cent~r. 
n:iis~~d ihe pri11_1ary lesson of t_he ip-
c1dent. Each writer wrongly preS:umes 
there is a consensus among stude 1ts 
ag~inSt .the casual use of illegal dr. s 
• ana assocrat.ed violence.-There is n t. 
Tr'ue, a lot of lip se'rvice is paid in 
condemnation o·f these twin evils, 
1 
t 
illegal drug usage, and to a-lesser r· 
tent violence, continue to' rise. 
Ftlrtherniore, The Hilltop would students'! I don't think so. What is 
perform a great public service by en- needed is a credible instrument 
couraging· its readers to ·help police through whiCh problems' are articu-
officials with crime prevention. One lated and students energizeCl.( The 
student had a sJ:totgun on carilpus for Hilltop is ideally suited to this1task , 
at least a month, but not one person 
for them to tighten ·up, we have to do it · 
ourselves. · 
What we have to realize is that we are all 
in the same boat. If we as a commµnlty of 
educated African-Americans do not stand 
together to protect ourselves from these types 
of outrages, who will be to blame when we are 
Students, let's not quit protestil)g Friday . 
night. Let's take it to the limit and .support the 
agii_ation for fundamental change. 
• 
Misplaced ·aggression 
We should .take note of the recent incidents 
in South Africa concerning our sister Wirrnie 
Mandela. Long conSldered the mother•of the 
struggle f pr freedom from apartheid, slie has 
' . ' 
been abandoned by many people attempting 
to solve the problems of that region. 
Mandela had attained an international 
reputation as a leading figure of the aritiapar- · . 
theid struggle. Now her downfall is being mer 
with joy by those who are opposed to the en-
ding of the Afrikaners' terrorist regime. 
It should be noted' here that it is often hard 
to get accurate information from·that part of 
the world and that all of the information about 
Mandela's participation in the political · 
violence of the past few weeks is hearsay. 
The allegations of murder of a young 
towns.hip youth by Mandela's bodyguards is 
a symptom of a larger problem-violence be-
ing . met with violence. The native South 
Africans have simply met the limits .of their 
, tolerance .and are dealing with the problem "by 
""any means necessary.'' 
The leaders of the South African freedom 
movement cannot be happy with having to 
deal with these allegations about a woman who 
had been considered by many the movement's 
cornerstone. But they have not hesitated to de-
nounce her and her alleged actions as damag-
ing to their cause. 
. ·' I 
.. While they are undergoing a crisis about the 
image of their movement, they should not be 
so quick to condemn her for her role in the 
actions of her bodyguards. This seems to.make 
Mandela as much a problerri as apartheid. 
( lhe leaders of the other organizations in-
volved in the movement to free South Africa 
ha.ve acted authoritatively lo make the best of 
the situation. Bui Mandela herself has been 
silent about the whole issue. 
Historfeally, African-American leaders have 
been harmed by media attacks from their 
enemies that attempt to discredit them and 
separate· th.em 'from their followers. Marcus · 
Garvey, I\aul Robeson,, Malcolm X, Martin 
Luther King Jr., W.E.B. DuBois and the Black 
Panth.ers ar,e all examples of perverted efforts 
to estrange people from progressive leaders. 
And. it is not too far ··fetched to imagine a 
similar situation being created for sister :Win-
nie. We live in a society that allows people a 
chance to defend f0r themselves, and we have ., 
not given her that chance. 
We should not abandon this woman who 
carries a tremendous burden for all of us. The 
global community should spend its energy 
crushing apartheid, not Winnie Mandela. 
• 
Police action cannot be effective ias 
long as students are ambiguous abtjut 
drugs and violence. Ex_amp\c: 
reported him to the police. Ditto on Lawrence S. Dawson, Associate 
the 25 caliber pistol used to shoot Director 
Wendell Robey. Security Di-Vision 
-
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Opinion .C·ommentary 
Here we go again 
Yvonne A. B.onner 
' Well, we've finally come to the end 
of another year , of elections. And 
campaign promises . . And snappy 
dressers. And people who could 
otherwise give a damn about you who 
all of a sudden call you '' brother or 
sister.'' 
Now that we've established that all 
candidates were indeed FU LL Y 
qualified, why couldntt we have a 
candidate who can say, ''Guess what 
folks I want to start a revolution!!' ~.' 
No'! We as direct products of mid-' 
die class African-Ameticans can't 
handle the wbrd ''revolution." It's 
that ugly word that we can't rel.ate to 
for fear of being called a radical. 
To our you·ng and aspiring revolu-
· Well, save the bull!!! This year's tionists: where are you? Why didn't 
candidates and their supporters not on- wt see more of you at this year's elec-
ly teamed up against each other, but tions? Because you probably came to 
they had the nerve and vinpjctiveness realize that student elections are noth-
to bring harmful personal allegations ing more than overrated popularity 
against each other. Th~y do all of this contests which ca ll for only real 
for a position in HUSA, otherwise qualifications: Being able to effec-
known as the HELPLESS UNIVER- tively S.ELL yourself' to this totally 
SITY SELLOUT ASSOCIATION. apathetic student body. 
Now don't misunderstand. We all The Medical and Dental Students 
know it takes a lot of hard work to shOuid be commended for their re-
be apathetic.• We've been doing it cent protests Over financial aid. How 
successfully for years. It's reflected in long is it going to take us to realize 
our student body, Our administration that er.ough is e·nough? · 
and most recently, our student Oh, so you say you're willing to 
elections. protest if necessary? Well whatever 
We are all sick of hearing what happened to the words BOYCOTT 
each candidate plans to do once t~~Y and SIT-IN? . 
are elected. We've heard this story How can we as a student body·. 
too many times. And what about seriously expect someone· like Lee 
qualifications for the position? Now Atwater NOT to be elected to · thC!! 
that has been an absolutt joke!! Board of Trustees when ~'ames E. 
So you say you're a Resident As- Chee"k, our humble, devoted . and 
sistant and you let the kid.dies in their most· visible president . of twenty 
room when they've lost their keys. years, has the Board sitting right Pead 
Isn't that special? And you say smack in. the palm of his Jiand·! 
you've worked with UGSA? So you To all newly elected st1.1dent coyn-
put out a calendar and saluted black cil members: please realize the pow-
women. Be su re to let Us know when er you have Just acquired,•the power 
~ .you get some real responsibilities: to reorganize and effectively control 
Well , J 'm sure you wanted· to write this entire university . Let's turn 
your own speech, but your patch just James E. S:Hee~, In.~ .. back into 
wasn't big enough! And so you say• Howa~d Un1ve~s1ty: It ~ time l.9 t~rn 
you're endorsed by a fraternity? Oh . campaign promises into campaign ac-
well, maybe next year. Perhaps by tion! It' s time for a revolution! 1 
then you would have reached the 
other 98 percent ot· the people on this 
campus. 
The writer is a sGnior 1n t~e Co/le'ge 
of liberal Arts, 
Consumer abuse 
LaSharvn Eddings 
, 
• 
• 
Intelligent, ·armed and dangerous 
Bola Oyeleye 
February, the rri.Onth of black 
history, 'is the month when all that 
is positive about the black ei-
perience pours forth. At least that 
is how it is supposed t·o bC. 
Yet, on the 10th day of the 
month, a Howard student was 
shot in the mouth by one ·of his 
peers. This was not one of those 
confrontations between Howard 
students and the local youths, this 
was H.U. student on H.U . stu-
dent. Oh! What has become of us? 
I am not so naive as to even 
begin to believe that everyone in 
this community necessarily con-
stitutes a desiiable element, or that 
it is nqt probable that violence can. 
filter into this community from the 
• 
• 
.-
- ' 
• 
• 
I 
0 
society at large, but it is a crying 
shame that such an event should 
• h:ippen on Howard University's 
campus. 
Aren't we supposed to be the in-
. tellegentsia? Aren't we supposed 
to set an example for young peo-
ple in the community? 
I hope I dori't sound elitist, I 
have no such intentions, but it is 
so sad that a student at Howard 
University should cite as an excuse 
for the possession ·of a deadly 
weapon, wha."t you would expect to 
hear from some drug-peddling 
high school ·dropout: ''For his 
own protectio!l bec~use of 
previous run-ins with the 
athletes.'' lndeei;l, give me a 
''freaking'' break. 
If there are students on this 
campus who feel they need to use 
arms to settle differences with 
' 
' 
~ _j 
fellow students, then I think we 
are in serious trouble. 
If we hav.~ so much self-hatred 
as a race that we think the Way to 
massage our bruised egos is by 
knocking each other off like flies, 
then maybe there is no hope. 
How can we help curb the 
escalating rate of homicides in-
volving young black people in the 
country when those very incidents 
that are occurring on the streets of 
our inner cities are being enacted 
on the campus of the most 
prestigious African-American in-
stitutiori in the country? 
What kind of an example are we 
setting for the younger people who 
could look up to us as positive role 
models? 
Of course, being educated does 
not automatically guarantee that 
an individual will ''act right'' all 
' . -
' . . . . ~ 
--· ' 
· ' ', 
·-· . .. . 
< • ~ • • •, 
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I 
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f 
the time, but at least I hope it im_: 
hues us with an ability to use our 
gumption. For if we cannot ~e a . 
unified force in this microcosm 
that is Howard University, im-
agine then our fate in the world at 
large. . 
Remember that the wo"rds of 
Frederick DouglaSs still ring true · 
today'' ... we are one, and we must 
be as one if we must succeed ~'' 
Being educated is an oppdrtuni-
tyrthat shoul.d not be abused, and 
we as future leaders, if there is to 
be a future, ought to utilize such 
an opportunity in ways other than 
shooting ·each other for such 
' 'trifling'• reasons as ''running 
one's inouth. '' 
Tl1e writer is a graduate studenc in the 
College of Fine Arts and Hilltop pro- . 
duccion director. · 
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, 
the supermarkcl chain had been 
standing there, she would have 
counted them with a smile Qn her 
face. Then 'she woUld have ·asked if 
he had anymore so that she could l '· _..---Consumers wake up! Put an end to mistreatment! Everyday you work 
hard to earn money; you are for~ed 
to deal with employers who are not 
particularly kind and in the end, wind 
up being underpaid and overworked. 
All of this daY in and day out--and 
for what? To go into stores, purchase 
merchandise we later find to be 
faulty, and receive poor service in the 
process? Wrong! 
count those as well. ; 1 (~ ,_---- \ 
There are no excuses for thi~ be- IJ=====~--,.i:~~, ~~~-~~iliiilii"'ilii~~:~~.:~~~~~--;j-~f~~----;;·;, --~~~~--~~-~~~~-~~ havior. So what if she had a bad day? It's ~not the _cusfp;ner's ,fault. Wl}y· .. 
should she;'fu·in everyone else's·day.'li . · · ~i ,,J 1 • JiJ i•J111i '. 1 • \ tJ• · • 
It gets' worse. ·we all hav~ had t~o - • . , · . · · ··· 1 ·•· ' ;.. ,, ' • .... • 
• 
returnitemsandknowthat1tcant5e p d t . err· k. M ssing 
ahassle.Someti,mesitcangetsobad res1 ,en, ·ee •. 1 . 
that yo1,1. would JUSt as soon keep the · lll action-
Have you ever been pushed to the 
limit or just treated so badly, by a 
salesman for e.xample, that you felt 
as if you could knock that perso~'s 
block off? Better yet, have ·y6u gone 
into a 'store where you have never 
seen a mixture . of people (races) 
working there? These stores with, 
shall I say, unfair hiring practices, are 
the ones that usually treat you as if 
you are a Lorton escapee, wearing a 
s~gn on your back advertising your 
occupation: shoplifter. These peo-
ple are on youn heels from the mQ-
ment you enter the establishment, 
asking if they can help yo\.i. In real- 1 
ity, however, they keep such close 
tabs on you not because they like 
you, but because they want to make 
sure you don't revert to your old 
profes!ion . . , 
· It would be nice to at least get past 
the door so that I can look at some-
thing so that I can be helped. I am 
sure this has happened to you. If not, 
take heed . 
Just the other day a cashier at the 
local supermarket caused a scene 
when she refused to count out an 
elderly man's coins. My guess is that 
she was upset that he chose to make 
his purchase with pennies. Well ;now, 
isn't that a pity. If that man's bill to-
taled $1,000 and he wanted to pay 
with pennies, then it is up to her, the 
cashier, to take those pennies and 
count them out, even if it takes the 
rest of her life to do so. 
1 am sure that if the president of 
unwant'ed merchandise. 
The key is to hold on and stand: up 
for your rights. Remember, if you 
bought it but don't want it, take it 
back. Know the store's reti.irn policy 
when making a purchase.· If the poli-
cy is not posted, ask to see it in writ-
• 
LaSandra Bowman 
• 
ing. If they c;:hoose not to honor the Where -was James? 
policy go to the corporate head. If Once again tbeillustrious james E. 
this does not work, complain to the Cheek ·chose not to grace Howard 
Better Business Bureau. 1 students .with his presence. 
.But don'.t ~top there. Follow up_on I'm referring to the opening of the 
your complaint. Get results. Dema_nd.._:Howard UniVersity Sttiderit Federal 
satisfaction. Mqst of all, don't g1vew Credit Union, which was made possi-
thl!m any J110re of your hard-earned ble by stUdent entreprehe,ur~. 
mon~y. . • · I applaud the .yo1,1ng men who did 
It 1s sad and unfortu~at~, but these ''so much with so little'' to get this 
thiI?-g~ happen;. The point ~snot to be venture underway. I'in sure they were 
a. v1ct1m; don t allow yourself to be out there on their own, . because 
mistreated. You don'.l eyer n~ed a Howard only loves a student With his 
product so badly that you . will let. eyeS on an office at · IBM .. 
yourself be taken advantage ~f. ·Maybe if that changed, we 
If the corner store. owner is rc;>b- wouldn't have to rely on '''rhe Ma.n'' 
bing you~ commun1tr by selling so much ·and could get on with being 
over-priced_ merchandise, then go an African-American institution in-' 
somewhere else a~d also let someone ·Stead of a white -institution in black 
know (i.e. consumer groups). If yo_u face. 
have to boycott the stor~. then do 1t Which brings me back to the case 
and if yo9 have to travel the worl~ in point. , · · 
over to find ~omeone who apprec1- Why was James E. Cheek not 
ates your bus1ne~s, ~hen . do that too. available for the culmination of these 
When someone is nasty to you, students' valiant efforts? 
remember the fact that you have to This is not the first time that 
get up early each day to perform ·students have been stood up by 
some not-so-pleasant .tas~ · for that 'Cheek. He is constantly being invited 
dollar. Be strong and 1t. will pay off ' to student-oriented activities. He is a 
in the future. = constant no shoW . . 
The writer is·a senior in the School Qj' Tti.e only explanation I can find is 
Communications. that the man does not care ab?ut the 
Please ·pass the· debt 
. , I , . . ' 
~~~~~~~~~ 
Thomas L. Crenshaw 
' 
' Have you ever wondere~ why so 
many people talk about a developing 
nation' s debt? Have you ever 
wondered how it directly or indirect-
ly affects us? · 
Everyday cte'veloping nations pay 
millions of doll~rs in interest on the 
money they have borrowed fr.om in-
ternational banks, specifically U.S. 
banks . . I won't say never, but it is 
higt1ly unlikely that these nations will 
entirely repay the amounts they owe. 
By defaulting, or not repayihg their 
loans, these debtor nations will suf-
fer, and if• they suffer, ·we suffer. 
As a result, it will be very difficult 
to secure low interest loans and 
mortgages. 
As Students enterin·g the U.S. 
economy in the 1990s, it will be essen-
tial for us to set:ure loans to either 
buy a house or invest ill our en-
trepren'eurial ideas . 
' ~ 
• l 
11 U.:,. l1na11cial ins11lut1011s lose 
millions of dollars in interest 
payments, they w.ill have to 
recuperate their losses in other areas; 
fellow stUd;ents, that means .us. 
Not only will the money come 
from those of us who are graduating 
in the near future, but it will also 
come ftom those o( ·us trying to 
secure GSL's at 15 or 120 percent 
interest. 
Sure, it might not !"llean much to-
day, but wait until you hav.e to pay 
it back. Which brings me to my .$e· 
cond point. · · 
While developing nations ·are 
themselves starving they couldn't 
possibly be consuming U.S. goods 
and services. So what, you s~y? 
When they stop consuming goods, 
U.S. companies stop expoi"ting, 
which creates excess supply. 
When there's excess supply, then 
they have to start cutting costs; that 
means cutting prodUction, which 
means slashing jobs; thai mean& cut-
ting _;yarketing and advertisiqg, 
• 
, 
wn1Cn 1neans s11c1ng JObs; and that 
means ·cutting internal a.nd external 
Suppor.t staff, which m·eans wiping 
· out whole departments. · , · 
Yes, that loo means axing ·jobs 
(need I tell you who's. at or near the 
bottom). What do we all want when 
. we graduate? .. .right. .. JOBS! 
My last point of concern for 
developing nations is the fact that We 
all want to see our brothers and 
sisters all over the world better 
themselves physically, mentally and 
economically. . · 
This will be very difficult to 
achieve if they have nothing: no 
health, no money, no Jarid. That's 
right, no land. Since ·they.' re havi ng 
problems repayi ng their debts , inter-
national banks have been nice enough 
to acc~pt theii: ·land as payment. 
What happens when all the valuable 
land is gone? 
I say to you, get . . conc..:rned! 
.The writer.is a senior in the Schoo_/ of 
Business. 
1 
students. I kno.,v it sounds highly il-
logical for a college president to not 
care about the students of the school. 
However, I'm sure a six-digit in-
come would encourage me to be 
bothered with people to whom .I'd 
rather not give ~he time of day.· 
You may argue that Cheek doesri't 
show up for student-initiated ac-
' ivities for security reasons. 
Whose security? Definitely not his. 
No one would touch the man 
because no one knows what he looks 
I like! · · • . 
Maybe he's afraid that we'll all be 
so excited to final ly get a glimpse of 
him tliat we'll start climbing all over 
each other and start a riot. 
' Yes, I know that Cheek 'was out of 
town last weekend. However, when 
I go out of town for the weekend, I 
must get back in time for my Mop-
day morning classes. 
· I expect no less of Cheek. 
Evefy bill that Howard sends·to my 
home is paid directly from my 
father's pocket . Therefore, I consider 
Cheek my employee. 
Dear P,resident Cheek, no one in 
th~ir right mind would keep an 
absentee employee on the payroll . 
IBM wouldn't . 
I'm sure ):'OU respect that. 
The writer is a sophomore 
School of Commu_nications. 
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. . ! .· MONDAY: ~BA-LLON RELE·ASE i 
. . ' . ·~ · j . . ·;. . r1 pm on the Yard . . f. 
. . . ' . 
• 
i TUESDAY: ~ RED RIBBON DAY · i 
• • 
. ' . . .
. . : . ·(A symbol of ·our support : 
i · · f·o'r th.~ War· against drugs) . . : 
. ) . 
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: WEDNESDAY.: TEE SHIRT DAY · 1· 
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• • • • • • •• • 
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· i" . · · ( 1 2 · oo n ~ · 2 pm) · ·i · 
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Speakout -
- . 
• 
. . 
[ 
.. 
• • • 
. ' 
• 
. 
• • 
·What expectations d.o ·you have for the newly-elected 
• 
. ) . 
' . . 
•. 
student government 
' . . 
leaders on campus? . . . 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
I expect the new government 
leaders to take a lead in ~d­
dressing the problem of bomb 
threats and the academic per-
formance of student~. 
Furthermore, they can initiate 
stronger rapport between stu-
dents and faculty [therefore] 
raising the standard of· ex-
cellence. · 
Kenneth Hoskins 
Senior 
CO BISS 
Forest Heights, Md. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' . 
' 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
l expect for the newly elected 
government leaders to interact 
with their fellow students, to 
have an influence on them. 
Many students on this campus 
are followers--not leaders. 
Some students need that posi-
tive peer pressure iri order to 
succeed in school, academical-
ly, . socially and politically. 
Veronica Hegeman 
· Junior 
French 
' I 
• 
.. 
' I have confidence in the can-
.- . To all of ihe newly elected offi-
cials, I would fike to say no 
matter how small your position 
is you have the ability to make 
a change. As a student at 
Howard I would like to see a 
united student body, that is to 
the new HUSA president and 
vice president . 
didates that I voted for. 1 ex-
pect for them to do something 
about the handling of financial 
aid and · the hiring of more 
workers to combat the univer-
sity work load. · 
• 
•• 
Lisa Robertson 
Senior 
• 
Los Angeles, Ca!if. 
' ' ' 
Paul L. Edwards 
Sophomore 
Marketing 
Peeksville, N. Y. 
"' - . .. ' ~ ~' .· 
Finance 
Brooklyn, N. Y • 
,_, --.·· · '\.~.· 
"" . ~ 
. . 
• 
• 
From all our newly elected 
representatives I'd like to see a 
true committment to bettering 
Howard University. Forget 
about the plight of other coun-
tries and worry about unifying 
us as a school. Only then can 
the problems of blacks as a 
' race be solved. 
John Mark Metz 
Senior 11 
Finance 
Scotch Plains, .N .J. .• 
I • ).. • • ' <. \;\. ·~ :. ;,. ~ 
• 
' 
I hope that this year the student 
leaders . will become more ac-
tively involved in campus pro-
test s_o that we m11y effectively 
resolve those issues that are 
directly related to the student's 
needs. 
Stephanie R. Rolle 
Senior 
CO BISS 
· Miami, Fla. 
·r· . · · . · • ' I · · l·--·- ·-··-··-··-··-------~---------------------'f-"-·-· -··-··-·-·,------~---·----------------------·-·--1 ' ' ' . . 
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·I · ' WISHES TO CONGRATULATE THE 1989-90 . I 
I · · GRADUATE· TRUSTEE & UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE NOMINEES " I 
I · · ~ I I · Jacquelyn Dunmore & Darrin P. Gayles, Respecti°'ely · 1 .1 
I 
. . . I 
, . . . I 
I . We w~uld also like to thank all the students ~ho came ~ut ancfvote·d fh~is;;:-~ 
I past Wednesday. Let's continue, with the same spirit next Wednesday, 
. March 8th for the RUN OF~ ELECTIONS. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
( 
' 
. 
• 
Goodwin I Branch 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
For H.U.S.A. PRESIDE 
• 
· . and 
• 
' 
" 
' 
• 
• .. 
' . 
.·.Johnson I ~atkins I 
• • 
. , 
. & VICE PRESIDEN·T respectively. 
. . . 
' 
• 
• 
. ' 
• 
• 
. . .r \ . 
. . · · Pollworkers: · .· . . . · "' . . ~ 
We appreciate your. help with elections this· week ·and we .would lij.<e you to ·vfc>?k the 
· polls once &gain for the RUN-OFF ELECTION oh March 8th. Additional Pollworkers 
are needed, please come by the Electiohs Office, Rm.116 Blackburn: -Center. · 
.. All Pollwo.rkers will be cqmp~nsated. . · 
- . ' ! • 
. . ' 
• • 
· To Vote: · 
. . 
All students must bring both the:ir validated certificate of registration and photo ID. 
Polls open from 1 Oam-6prn Wednesday March 8th. . ! ·'. • 
• 
. . . . 
Voting Locations: Blackburn Center - Douglass Hall - Law School - Medicine - Meridian Hill - Locke Hall 
-. Sutton Plaza - Divinil'f - Business - Communications ' Education - Engineering - Architecture - Social Work 
J 
• 
• 
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• 
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Harassment 
' 
continued from page 1 
• 
• 
varied thought on what is the most ''I did not know what to do. He -
prevalent (orm of Jiar;LSsment on ~told me that my mother would not 
campus. Eighteen perceilt cited sub- •believe me even if I had told her. I 
tie pressure for sexual activity, and - did not go to my calculus class any-
eight percent said that unnecessary ''With him, tne professi.onal 
patting or pinching was most com- student-teacher relationship was des-
mon . Unwanied arms aroun'd the troyed. I almost (ailed C{llculus be-
cause I did not come to class. I don't 
men _ · · know whether l will ever trusi a male 
. ••You ca~ alwa'ys count on a s"0- shoulder, ~nwanted brushes or · . professor again," Evette said. , 
r1ty guard to check you out. I t'i:,)-.... touches and other assaults each ac- . . ,, . 
that security guards are morefcdb- co~nted for three percent. . The publ1cat11~n In Case of Sex-
cerned with going out with you than · .ual Har~sment by Jean O. Hughes 
protecting you,•• said ~ Jennifer The Association of American Col- and Bernice R .. ~andler S3:YS that sex-
, I!t:iillips, a junior from th~ District of leges found that although physical as- ual ~fra~sment is J?.Ot an 1~sue of ~ex . 
• 
• 
.. 
Security 
. ' 
continued from paae t 
ma·ny vacant slots as · we do, they 
wouldn't send their children here,'' 
Green said. ''I know how things are 
run, and I wouldn't send my 
daughter here.'' he said. 
be recognized. 
''We want the respect of the . 
students. We want to set a standard 
second to none. We hear many 
negative comments about security,. 
but there is a reason for that. You get 
what you pay for," Said Green. 
Hal Perry, vice-president of the-
union, believes that one of the chief 
reasons for the hiring of rent-a-cops 
rather than increasing the wage of ex-
isting security personnel is to save 
mon,ey. Despite the' effect it may have 
on ·Students. 
• 
. ' 
Management, is responsible for the 
administration of compemation to all 
university personnel. He believes that 
the security divisions unstable history 
with past unions has Ied to the pre-
sent conflict between them and 
management. 
''They have been represented by 
three diffe~ent leaders in that many 
years,'' saiQ Cair. ''When they say 
they haven't received a raise in three 
years, it is fr:cause we: ~uldn't come . 
to terms because they've·kept chang-
ing unions." 
Columbia. sault w~one of the least · common but Of power· . - · 
forms o exual hara~sment, it hap- · 
' ''A female student should neve.I-be pens one oo .many times. ,more because I was scared of what he 
surprised if a security officer says In another interview, ''Evette'' might do to me. The professor even 
something like 'Shake that behind said that she was physically assault- called my job two or three times a 
Th~ security division report 
documents sqme 40 vacancies that 
currently exist within the security 
department. These vacancies are the 
result of more experienced personnel 
leaving Howard and moving to 
higher paying positions at other in-
stitutions, Green said. 
''Howard University only gets the 
rejects not hired at other institutions. 
Why else would anyone come to 
work here considering the salaries 
that they are offering,'' Perry said. 
According to Carr, a past union 
president plead guilty to efubezzle-
ment charges where some $70,000 
was taken out of a pension fund set 
up for security officers. 
• 
• 
• 
baby,' or 'Hi, you sexy.thing you,"' ed last summer by a math professor. day," Evette' said. · · 
according to Jeanine Turner, a senior · At that point, she told her mother Accor-ding to Green, the universi-
ty is hiring _ contract officers from 
outside the university to fill these 
vacanies. 
majoring ln telecorrimunications Evette, a junior a.ccounting major, who.met with the teacher. Following 
management. asked the professor to help her. She the meeting, the professor agreed to 
Guidelines of the Security Division 
state ''A security officer should not 
talk unless he/ she is addressed. An 
officer shall answer C04-rteously and 
briefly." 
Lawrence S. Dawson, a."ssociate 
director· of Howard University Secu-
rity, said he has never received any 
complaints about relations between 
offiC:ers and female students . 
He feels that those "relationships 
are ''relations between two .mature 
individuals."' Officers ha~e Specific1 
duties during work hours, but ''l can 
only prescribe conduct while 
working. ' 
Respondents to the survey had 
Salute I 
I 
. . f I 
continued rom page 2 
Katye H . ,McLaughlin, president and· 
CEO of McLaughlin Oldsmobile; 
Raymond, A. Mott, stockholder · of 
Video Chaniiel; and John W. Rogers , 
Jr. president of Ariel Capital 
Management. 
Kasim Reed, a Howard soP.homore 
and owner of Atlanta Reed, a jewelry 
business, delivered a message from 
Congressman Joseph P. Kennedy 
supporting afld encouraging African-
American owned businesses. 
''The role tha'~ ea~~ of you play is 
accepted the professor's offer of a let her take ihe examination she had 
tutoring session. 
''One night, he came to pick me up 
from work at 11 p.m., an-d he took 
me to a library way out in Maryland. 
I felt so uncomfo'rtable. For the first 
time I was beginning to underStand 
the calculus, and then he kissed me,'' 
she said. • 
Evette asked tQ be taken home. 
''After we got: to my house, .he 
parked the car around the corner and 
put his hands:through my hail'. Right 
then, I told him that I did not lik"e 
people to kiss me or touch me," .she 
said. · . 
The professor told Evette that their 
relationship had gone beyond the 
normal student-teacher relationship._ 
He also insisted that her grade would 
be affected if she told anyone. 
crucial td the growth and prosperity 
of this country and I commend you 
f(j:lr your success in this endeav.or. '' 
, Eastern Senior High students 
Devon Head and Cavanese Anderson 
·received $500 as winners of the high 
school Business Plah Contest, a c·om-
petition that required the stu·dents to . 
do an outline for a business. The 
students won for a submarine food 
service proposal. 
In addition, Howard junior 
Patrick Carripbell waS awarded 
$1,000 for the development of his 
proprietorship, Computer Aid and 
Publishing, which provides se.-vice 
and ass istance to computer owners. 
Molette Pendleton contributed to this 
story. 
• 
missed. ·. , 
Although Evette ,will .not have to 
have the professor again, she can not 
forget what happened. 
''It occurs when a perspn with 
power ab Uses that power. It is a 
breach of the trustirig relationship 
that nOrmally exists between studerits 
and others iri the academic commu-· 
nity," the article states. 
Although sexual harassmen.t is an • 
issue that mainly pertains to fetnale 
students, many male students are al-
so· harassed, itccording to the associ-
,. ation. Male students are often afraid 
to admit to being a victim Of sexual 
. harassment because of fear of em-
bcirassment. 
None of the 50 Howard male stu-
dents surveyed complained about 
sexual harassment. 
Towers . . 
• 
continued from page 2 
''At one time Howard was one of 
the top-~aying Universities around," 
Green said. We had good people that 
you could be proud of, but they .left 
here to go to other jobs." 
The increasing number of contract 
9fficers is prompting dismay from 
other security"-members because of 
the lack of training that 
''rent-a-cops'' receive. 
''We're concerned not only about 
the safety Of the students but also our 
own safety-. When we call fot back-
. u.p, we want to know 
. When we call for back up, we want 
to know that we have qualified per-
sonnel. there . . But you only get 
qualified people when wages are · 
compet-itive, '' Green said. 
Students habitual . dissatifaction 
·and complaints about sei:urity's inef-
fectiveness on campus nciw appear to 
Found8tion has hired Shannon and 
Luchs;, a: project mailagement com-
pany", to manage the •Towers once . 
they are completed. !, 
Lopez said 24-hour security guards 
and equipmCnt will be installed when 
•apartment... the buildings open this sprin8·. 
· The construCtion, which costs an The security cameras, detectors 
estimated $48.1 million, was headed and security g•~ds will also be sup-
by Gilbane/Precision, .a joint effort plemented b )f; Howard· security 
of major and minor construction offiCers. · 
companies. · . Uhdergraduates have shown mix-
''Over $20 million in construction ed reactions toward the new dorms 
and 42 percent oi the firms involved and new security. 
were minorities," Keene said. ''They have taken on thiS project 
· ''Up until last .,ear, we only had for the image of the university and 
housing for 32 graduate students with n~t ~verall student "Yel~are, :· said 
a population of about 7 ,<X>O gra4uate Bobbi Edwards, a JU~1or tn th_e 
students '' said Edward Pinkard, College of Liberal-Arts. The secur1-
who is 'representing the Howard ty tne graduates will receiv~ seems to 
University Foundation in the con- be a privilege. Q_ood security should 
st ruction of the buildings. The ee the right o~ all students.'' 
• .. 
According to Perry, Howard 
security officers are required to 
undergo special tfaining at Galludet 
Unjversity before assuming a securi-
ty guard position. Perry claims con-
tract officers have minimal training 
and are not Qualified to patrol the 
campus because of several reasons. 
"They lack visibility. And as far as 
concern for Howard students, there 
is none," said Perry. ''They also lack 
effectiveness. They don't help in 
deterring criminal activity. They just 
·sit at t~eir manned post. Most of . 
them are illiterate." . 
Robert Carr, the assistant vice- 1 
president of Human Resource 
Advertising 
continued from page 2 . 
sity is just one example of our com-
mitment.'' said Barry Scher, vice 
president of Public Affairs, Giant 
Foods. 
The Post has assigned 13-year 
veteran Larry Keeling, an executive 
in advertising, to the program. 
Kee'ting advised that students not just 
sign up for the class for one semester, 
but for the entire two-year program. 
''The.Post is pleased to have the 
opportunity to aid Howard Univer-
sity in the development of students 
into highly effective and effic\ent 
newspaper professionals,'' said 
publisher Donald Graham. 
Reg Murphy, president and 
publisher of the Baltimore Sun Com-
pany said', ~ ·We're thrilled at anoJher 
opµortunity to work with Howard's 
department of journalism, and par-
ticular:fy in an area such as advertis-
ing and marketing.'' 
''We'recognized the need to better 
tap into the potential of the college 
community and are committed to the 
Carr, who admits there is a pro-
blem with the starting salaries of 
security officers, rejects the allegation 
·that the university is benefiting from 
the use of rent-a-cops over Howard 
security. . · , 
''Management does not benefit 
from the use of contract labor 
because whatever money we may save 
in benefits is lost in productivity,'' 
said Carr. ''For example, this officer 
may not know where Slowe Hall is [in 
case of an emergency). It takes more 
in an effort of supervision. So that 
assertiori entirely misses the mark.'' 
' . 
The Adopt-A-University program, 
developed by the !NAME Founda-
tion, seeks to create'tll1d enhance 
partnerships between neWsp.@pers and 
area universities. 
''The goal of the program is to 
develop 8! better prepared student in 
the newspaper advertis_ing field. The ·· 
Adopt-A-University program lwas 
launched to develop professional ties 
with students and newspapers,'' said 
INAME Foundatibn Director Susan 
Schoebel. 
There are four students now in the 
advertising sales program, two ma-
joring in communications and two 
business students. Marketing student , . 
• Jennifer ,Major said she is en-
thusiastic about the program. 
''I know the program will be 
beneficial to my career -it's hands 
on experience. It's good to hav_e SQ-
. meone from the business sector in-
structing us,'' she sajd. · 
''This program reflects a signifi-
cant stride forward for Howard's 
School of Communications in 
establishing partnerships with the 
newspaper indQstry . . We_ cqnsider 
such partnerships essential,'' said Dr. 
Orlando Tay lot, Dean of the School 
of Communications. 
-
' Lewis delighted to make this cogtributio11,' ' said Lewis. ''Howard University has 
educated thousands of Afro-
American students in, the past and 
will continue to do so in the future. 
Nothing has meant more to me than 
a quality education for our· Afro-
American youth," he added. 
• .. ~ 
' 
. ;,(-,,'< 
' 
{\ ~ . l ' • 
( 
continued from page 1 
is currently ranked n-Umber one on 
the Black Enterprise top 100 black 
businesses list. \ 
A graduate of Virginia State and 
Harvard Law School, the smiling 
LewiS made the donation on behalf 
of the Reginald Lewis Foundation 
and the Lewis family . 1 ~· 
''We are very pleased and 
Election 
• continued from page 1 
' 
second election. ''History has shown 
turnout to be lower in run-offs," he 
said . 
A ·surprised· Anderson said the 
money would be used for financiill 
assistance. 
''Mr. Lewis hinted that he would 
like some of the money to go towards 
study-aboard programs. He is a role 
model for all viable African· 
A'merican business men and 
women,'' SwaCy said. 
''The Pinnacle' ' said the elections 
have just now begun arid they will 
continue to emPhasize more unity.· 
among both the graduate and und~r­
graduate schools and colleges . 
The duo said that ,graduate and 
undergraduate students' concerns 
and grieVances are similar. And they 
hope that they will have the oppor-
tunity to consolidate 'the campus ... 
Johnson and Watkins Said they 
want to increase the~r support by em-
phasizing their desire to represent tHe 
student body with their sincerity to 
make a change. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 
.I 
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• • 
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• 
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• 
' 
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nt Training Program 
' • 
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' 
~ 
• 
I. 
• 
' 
Watkins agreed. '!ln order to make 
a change for the better, students must 
__. · begin by electing leaders who llave a' 
strong foundation to accomplish 
those changes. And this first begins 
by voting," he said. 
Goodwin and Branch said that 
they too, were disappointed ~ith the 
tUrnout but said they will continue to 
c:impaign vigcirously. 
''People are the most impOrtant to 
us. And we want to continue to work 
• for the people and HUSA regardlesss 
of whether we win or not." 
Gayles said, ''I'm pleased will\ the 
outcome and I hope as Undergradu-
ate Trustee, I can respond to stu-
dents' concerns and needs." • 
• 
One of Wall Street's leading international securitiesfirrns invites Bachelor's and Master's caiui.i.dates of all majors 
·with superior ac~ records. (o a'pply to our JnformatWri Sermces Ma"'.117ement Training Program . 
WE SEEK • 
' . 
• SPRING GRADUATES and REl;ENT ALUMNI of all majors/or Summer and Fall start dates 
.. 
Branch encourages students t'o 
remember that voting is a privilege 
''that our forefathers fought for and 
students must take charge. They are 
the governing body who decides." 
''It's a new election. And we have 
additional· days to cover issues even 
more . We're not sometimes leaders. 
We're J~aders 24 hours a day," 
Goodwin said. 
Fair 
• . 
·continued from page 2 
Deidra Johns, admissions officer 
for Towson State University in 
Baltimore, said that the fair was 
beneficial to both the students and 
the university. 
''The fair piesents us with an op-
1 portunity to inform students about . 
Towson and its programs. It is also 
a means whereby we can encourage 
minority students to think about 
! I Towson.'' said Johns. 
Kevin ·Kr.uger, assistant director of 
"I. admissions at the University of 
Maryland, also described the fair as 
an opportunity to attract minorities. 
f.'Cultural diversity is a top priori-
tY at tho Unversity of Maryland. We 
• 
• 
Gayles said he has already initiat-
ed communication among students to 
acquire ideas and proposals for the 
1989-90 ac~derriic term. 
In addition to the run-off, voting 
for the graduate trustee seat· will be 
repeated because of delityed poll 
opening at the law school. 
Graduate candidates are Karen 
Samuels . and Jacquelyn Duribar. 
feel that when students are able to ex-
perience a wide variety of cultures, it 
makes us a better universitv . 
''The Opward Bound Program haS 
been successful in hel'ping us to 
achieve the type of diversity that we 
crave," said Kruger . 
Students involved in the pro&ram 
said that they felt that the fair was 
helptul in gathering information to 
prepare them for college. ' 
· ''It is oe11et"icial in 1.J1\;µari.ng 
students for college." Said •Jci1nard 
Hinds, a '$enior at DaMatha Catholic 
Higl) School. 
''Also, it has assisted me.in tilling 
out financial aid forms such as the 
F AF and applications to" other 
schools," he added . 
· ''It giVes an academic outlet fo~ ­
students "by allowing them to take , 
classes in the summer to better 
Prepare lthem for college,'' said 
William Fuller, a senior at Roosevelt 
High School in .Northwest o:c . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' ' . .. ,• ' 
' id .. 
WE OFFER 
• A fWlt-paced l~ing-et/ge environment with high intellectual stand{lrds 
• A"structured training;~rogram teaching the use of Information Systems technology to sq/ve business· 
rel<ittJil proble1ns . ' If'· : ' ~ 
' \ ' . . 
• A series of challenging a$signments with significant responsibility leading to rapid career progression 
• · A·n ~utstanding' compensation program 
• .1. . • '(I 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Howard Recruiting Date: Tuesday, ,March 7 
.Sign-Up Deadline: Monday, March 6 
For more information and to sign-up for interoiews, visit the 
School of I!usiness & Public Administration Placement Office 
f • 
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. 
Incorporated . 
' ' 
' 
IS Col/.ege Recruiting 
' 
' 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019 
• 
Morgan Stanley is an Equal Opportunity Emp/qyer 
.. 
• 
' 
' 
• 
.. 
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' . i .. . AID ·1s· -DEPENDENT UPON: ". i 
.. 
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• 
• •• • • •• • 
' • • • • • 
· i ~, 1. ·The Financial"Aid Form (FAF) .- The Need Analysis Document on file i . 
• • • • • • • i ; . . (U ,.S. Citizens and permanent residents). International students are i 
i . not required to file the FAF. . . . . ·.. · i 
: ' • : I 
• i ' • 
• • • • • 
• • ! · 2. Sati$~actory acad~mic progress.1. . i t I • I . . . t 
. ·: : . . . 
: 3. Good academic standing. • : · : 
• • • : . ·. ' . : . 
• • • • • • ! 4.· Availability of funds.. . : ' · · i ·. · 
.. ' . . . . . 
t ,~, 1 I _$·. : 
• • .. 
• 
: . . . : 
. 
. . 
• ~DEADLINE of APRIL 1 · .~ (It takes 3-4 wee.ks for data from the FAF ~ . • 
. i . to be sent to the insti~µtion.) The University Application is no longer i 
. i . required for the Fall :and Spring. It .. is required for the Summer. i 
t , . I t 
.. : . . . : 
• 
• , I . • 
• • • • 
. i" -Each applicant, undergraduate;-{lraduatE3, medical, d~nt_al, and law , i 
i must submit the FAF to the College Scholarship Service (CSS). M_~il- · · i 
. i ·· ing instructions are included on the FAF. Financial Aid F.orms are i 
.. i available in your Scho.ol. or College. , . i 
i .. . .. ) . ' . . i 
i -~ · -Stafford (Formerly :GSL), Supplemental Loan for -Student~ (SLS),: ~ · i : . . : 
: , and The -Parents Loan for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) must be : 
• • f . submitted by APRIL 1 to be·assured of ·prompt processing. Loan : 
i . applications received after APRIL ·1 may.NOT BE PROCESS~D IN . i · 
i . TIME to . meet statutory ·deadlin.e dates. . : . : . . 
: , . . ! 
: -Names an_d g'rade point averages of erJrolled students will .be sent : 
i . to the Financial Aid Committees lin the Schools · and Colleges for . i 
i schola~ship consideration. · New and, ·retu~ning students will be 1con~ i 
· · i sidered for scholarships during ,.the Admjssion Committee Review, · i 
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Caribbean newspaper 
resumes publication 
By Sheryl Webbs 
Hillt'Op Staff Reporter 
After a temporary sabbatical, the 
Caribbeari community newspaper, 
Jere has resumed pltblication in the 
District. · 
Jere, a free monthly newspaper 
published under the Trinidad and 
Tobago Association (TTA) . of 
-Washington, D .C., went out of cir-
culation last summer· because of in-
ternal staff problems. 
Jere staff resumed writing in Oc.., 
tober of last year. The January 1989 
issue marked ·the comebitck of ·the 
monthly paper and the beginning of 
Jerry Johnson's role as managin"g 
-~ 
at Howard University. 
''We need to promote th·e positive 
side of our people anrl. what they are 
doing.'' ..,. . 
"'The main thing we want to do ts 
make Caribbeans feel good about. 
themselves. What We are trying to do 
is unite people here," be said. 
Jere features Caribbean news from 
abroad and Washington, sportS:. 
culture, entertainment, women and 
business. A new concept Johnson has 
begun to implement is a monthly 
theme. The January issue feati.i red a 
Christmas theme, the February issue 
footured a black history theme and 
March will feat Ure . an education 
theme. . 1. • 
• 
• • 
/ 
./\ ' .. 
_, . 
• 
International , . 
. ' 
• • l 
r , 
• 
• • • 
editor. ' 
'' It was really difficult getting the 
paper out in such a short period of 
time,'' Johnson said-. · · 
Othef commitments of - the 
volunteer staff of Jere resulted in bur-
nout which helped contribute to the 
paper's temporary demise. Another 
reason was attributed to complica-
tions in the advertising department. 
Lisa BoweJ1, a liberal arts maJor 
from Barbados and the secretary for 
the Caribbean Student Association 
(CSA), Said thi s yl::ar i~ the first time 
she ever read the paper and she plans . 
on becOming ·a regular reader. 
G,uyana s pr,im¢ mirzister 
deoates nation s· plight 
''There was a desire for a return. 
That was part of the feedback I got. 
It was needed because of the Carib-
bean business outlet in .·adver-
tisments . '' 
Jere is part of the TTA~s goal o~ 
improving information services as 
part of a general outreach pr.ogrcim 
to the entire community, according 
to .its president Anthony Ferguson, 
who is also a mathematics professor 
• 
..... ,,,,. ...... , .... 
• 
'' Jere gives you information from 
back home. It has practicl articles. It 
has little things about opening your 
own business. and. other tips,'' said 
Bowen. 
The newspaper's circulatiOn is over 
3,000,, and it is distribUted in 
Washington, some parts of Maryland 
and a few'places in Virginia·, accor-
ding to Johnson. He said he wants fu 
see a boost in circulation which has 
not changed significantly since it first 
~ 
started. .· 
''We nf!ed more people to help 
with the distribution,'' said Joh·nson, 
• 
• 
< 
-
By O~a Alston poverty of developing nations and 
. Hilltop Staff Reporte·r the astronomical global expen-
, diture on arms, Green asserted. 
Hamilton Green, Prime ''Think of what the billions 
Mrnister of Guyana, outlined three spent globally on arms, if diverted 
Causes for his nation's current · to other uses, would do for our 
plight and fielded sometimes world,'' he Said. 
hosJile questions · at Howard Green then cited what his party 
Uniyefsity Monday. ." has attempted .to do for Guyana 
The Prime Minister's visit was since coming to power in 1966, ad-
coordjnated by the Cai-ibbean mitting ·that Guyana has in-
Studcnts Association of Howard frastructural· problems. 
UniVersity. The Peoples National · ''You may, as students of this 
Council politician spoke at ,the university, take .for granted com-
Blackburn 'cente'r Ballroom to a· puters and microfilm as tools for 
mixed a1;1dience of sttjdents and study. Sqme of our .university 
community mem:bers. · students cannot take for granted 
Green outlined . · basic the very electricity which is nec-
geographical data about the only cessary to illuminate their rooms 
. English-speak.ing South American to study at night,'' he said. 
country._ and said h.e. would. ''at- The Caribbean ~ews Agency 
. tempt to · put _t he [Guya_na's] (CANA) has been reporting week-
econemic situation within a global ly on the imminent -power' failure 
context.'' But he steered clear of in the natiOn. ACcording to CANA 
Guyana's specific problems and reports, the government has been 
the ·proposed solutions to them in mobilizing tor the possibility of a 
t1js comments. · total power shutdown. 
He began by outlining three The European Economic Com-
areas: education, the current mu11ity recently flew· in spare parts 
wor~ economic situation and the for the island's generators, but it 
arm~ race, which he said were rele- iS not know.a whether Or not that 
vant to Guyana's current Plight . will forestall the problem. 
Green said the country inherited A local Caribbean community-
''education and training structures paper, The' Caribbean Sun, reports 
to prepare the young for service of long lines in the capital, 
the r;olonial· state .... The system Georg<"town, for such staples as 
emr1hasized ·a particular kind of sugar, rice and flour. The Sun also 
skiil development. . reports that fuel is hard to acquire. 
'.'It also emphasized and en-
-
cOfiraged the individualistic in- Joma Thof!Ias, ~ Howard stu-
clination of mankind {l.S against his':, dent frc:im Saint Vincent ~nd the 
co-operative tendencies,'' he said. , Grenadines, asked ~reen to res-
I 
• 
,''The main idea of Jere is to bridge 
gaps between Caribbean •people and 
American~ ," Johnson said. ''We 
want to reflect what ' s going on in the 
community. 
''We want to be positive, there is 
enough negative news around. We 
can't compete on that level ·anyhow. 
So, the idea is to be positive and con-
st ructive ," Johnson said. He 
characterized Jere as ''progressive, 
productive and positive." 
t 
adding that the paper also needs 111ore 
-:.W riters. 
Jere gets its name from Trinidad , 
being tl1e name of the island before 
Christopher Columbus discovered it. 
''If in any little way we can· bring 
the people from tl;le Caribbean a lit-
tle closer together, a little more 
understanding of one another, of 
what's going on and of who we are 
then we have. reached ~ur goal,'' 
Johnson said. · 
• 
Green said that the present ~ond to the alle~at1on that elec-
world economic order, t1ons ~nducted 1n Guyana ~nder 
characterized by low prices for raw the ae~1s of th~ Peoples Nat1o~al 
materials .-exported frorri the Council are neither free nor fair. 
developing nations and the high G~een deno1.1:nce~ the people 
price for imports, was part of the making the ~lle&;at10.n~ and call-
reason Guyana and other develop- ed the ~cc~at1on 1ll,eg1t1mate. But 
ing nations find th!!mselves .in he w~s force.d to respon~ to the 
a crisis today. question aga.1n that evening. 
He said ''the issue has been · The. question was posed .a se-
discussed at ~uch great length ... by . cond tune by a Guyanese national. 
almost every international forum Green then ~efen~ed the govern-
that I •need not elaborate here." ment by .saying his party has so 
· ·There is an •'obvious structural much mass support that they have 
Jin.kage'' betwePn fhf" deht and no need to fix elections. 
• 
·chase.Manhattan Bank 
• • • 
Advertise 
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announces 
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' 
, An innovative look at 
Your future in Auditing 
' 
lt'S' th~ Auditing at Chase Ex-
perie11ce (ACE) ... and it's your op-
portunity "ace" if you're about to 
graduate and have your sights set on 
a future in .banking and auditing. 
' . 
• 
' 
a progreesive pathway to other op-
portuliit!es in Operations Manage-
ment or ~ommercial Lending, de-· 
pending upon your motivation and 
interests. · ' • 
- ' 
• 1n 
. 
The Hilltop 
Call 636-6866 
• 
......-;'1.. • '. 
' 
• 
-• 
' Here's what you'll experience in th.is 
exciting new training program: · 
• ·30 days of classroom instruction 
combined with practical, fi'rst-
hand exposure fo three key audit 
Chase is currently interviewing for 
this exciting new program. If you're 
graduating and feel you !)_ave what it . ,....._,_ 
takes to join a g)qbal leader, be sure · 
WORK. SHARE. 
LIVE. 5A:VE LIVES. 
• 
• 
' • 
I 
• groups . 
• An inside look at the nuances of 
General Auditing from top prof es- • 
sionals in"the fie!~, from industry • 
risk . to a global . approac.h to · 
auditing product lines · ' · · 
Upon completing the program, you'll 
realize new dimensions in Internal 
Auditing. From there, you can build ' 
• 
' 
. ' lo see our schedule of -events at 
the Career Placement/Devolopment 
Center. 
• 
' 
• 
CHASE 
' 
• 
• 
.. ... .. 
r 
You can have a summer full of 
adventure & personal growth 
while improving health for the 
people of Latin America. 
VOLUNTEER' 
To be a,n Amigos volunteer. write : · 
Amigos de las Ame'ricas, 56 18 Star 
Linc. Houston . Texas. 77057. 
Or call : 713-782-5290 
or 800-23.1-7796 
(800-392-4580 in Texas) . 
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\Angola sees oil_ future 
:in S. African truce 
By Darrell Morris 
1-filltop Staff Reporter 
• • • 
up," Botha said. 
l'his makes South Africa's profess-
Thc apparent rapprochement bet- ed willingness to promote peace ques-
ween Angola and Sout.h Africa could tionable, said Mwiza Mun~hale of 
foster southern African self sufficien- TransAfrica, an African American 
cy, accordinsz to federal statistics. lobby for Africa and the Caribbean. 
Angola is the ohly frontline state ''The fact that UNIT A is not in-
that produces crude oil. In 1986 
Angola expcirt.ed more th~n 5 times eluded in the agreement is disturb-
the oil of the rest of the region's im- ini, '' Munthali said. ' , 
f ''We will just have to wait and see 
ports, ~cco~di.ng to Department 0 what happens. South Africa has 
Energy statistic"!>. broken agreements and treaties in the 
.southern Africa. spent $337.2 1 past," he added . . 
~1ll1on on crude 011 1n 1987, ace.or- Angola could conceivably institute 
ding ·. ~? th~ En~rgy Information ''friendship'' prices for its oil exports 
Adm1n1stra.t1on. to the regiq__n, such as China institt;ted 
''Ther~gion.reedsthehard~urren- t;-or its ~llies in the 1970s. 
cy for economic recovery ~nd tmpo~: t It is not ~n Angola's interest to 
ta~1on of huge amounts of foods,. ''dump'' or unload its oil in the 
sa1q Jose Horta, former Mozamb1- region, according to World Bank. 
quan press att!iche. , economist Withold Teplitz~ 
The full devel~p~ent of Ai:gola s .' 'If peace has any effect at all on 
e_conomy and the 011 secjor in par- oil production in Angola it would 
t1cular, had been hampered .by ~he, probably bring a reduction because 
war the country has been f1ght1ng the war would not be the financial 
with the South Afr~can and U.S.- drain it is now," said Teplitz. 
backed UNI:r A (Union for the Total The selling of some of Angola's oil 
Independence of Angola) rebels. 'to the region would not be a new 
. The wa~ has dest~oyed crops, caus- idea, 1according to Munthali. 
ing huge 1mportat~on. of food, and ''There is some precedent for this. 
has ~estroyed basic ~nfrastructure, · For instance, in the past Nigeria has 
making the transporting of goods a ·sold some of its oil to Ghana'' he 
risky undertaking. said. ' 
''If peace in. southern Africa ''This (the selling of .some of 
becomes a reality, Angola could Angola's oil in the region] is possi-
\TlANTIC 
OCEAN 
• I 
• 
' . 
'\ 
• 
, ANGOLA 
' 
"I;·\ 
NAMIBIA 
change the course of events in the 
region,'' said Jeronimo Almeida, an 
economic attache and member of the 
Angolan mission to the· United 
Nations. 
The accord, sigried in December, 
does not mention UNIT A. It calls for 
the removal of all Cuban tFoops from 
Angola and independence for Nam-
bia, which is under South African 
occupation . 
According to Chris Botha, second 
secretariat of the South African Em-
bassy, President P. W. Botha did not 
intend for any of his pronouncements 
to be made public before the accord 
was signed . ' . 
''He [South African president 
Botha] feels that national reconcilia-
tion has to take place between 
UNIT A and the MPLA [govern-
ment] and that elections must be set 
' l . 
' ZAMBj!, 
• 
> 
BOTSWANA 
• 
ble under the auspices of SADCC, 
the Southern Afr:ica Development 
Coordinating Conference," said K.ofi 
Dompere, a professor "'in the 
economics department at Ho\vatd 
University. 
SADCC was formed in 1980 to coor-
dinate efforts for the development of 
the .southern Africa region . Angola 
is charged with energy sector 
de\ clopment. 
• 
Members include Angola, ( 
Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania,.>. ," 
Zambia and Zimbabwe as well as·:q 
Lesotho, Malawi, and Swaziland .. 
''The main obstacles to develop-
ment have been the war and South 
African destabilizatiOn·, '' Muntltali 
said. . 
'•I hope there is general peace. The -
peo le have suffered enough," he 
add d . 
Nicaragua: Last thoughts 
By Ona Alston 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Last of a three-jJQn series written by 
Hilltop International Editor. The 
series is based upon her ex[1!riences in 
Nicaragua as part of a Coffee Harvest 
Brigade sponsored .by the Nicaragua 
Network in the United States and 
hosted by the Nicaraguan Council for 
Friendship, Solidarity and Peace in 
Nicarqgua. She was in the country 
from Dec. 19, 1988, until Jan. 7, 1989. 
We celebrated New Year's on the 
state-run coffee plantation where we 
had been for over a week. 
We left a chain of origami cranes 
and paper and crayons for the 
children's center behind as farewell 
gifts. 
We waited for a flatbed truck, on 
which we piled Our belongings and 
our bodies, for the trip down the 
mountain to Matagalpa, where we 
spent about a day and a h·aif before 
returning to Managua. 
For many in our group this mark-
ed the beginning of the end. I WB;S 
rather excited, however, because this 
is when our series of e,ducational 
meetings would began in earn~st .. 
The first person we met with in 
Matagalpa 'was an Americai;i named 
Circles Robinson, one of hundreds of 
U.S. citizens-intern<itionalists-
who lives and ·works in Nicaragua . 
Robinson workS for the union of 
small farmers and ranchers, known 
by its Spanish acronym: UNAG. He 
told us everything we could ever want 
to know about coffee production and 
agriculture. 
· Robinson explained how the San-
dinista National Liberation Front 
• 
(FSLN) government is trying to build 
schoqls and medical centers in the • 
rural areas in an effort to draw the 
people out of overcrowded Managua. 
He said the U.S. trade embargo 
and the war with the Contras has 
ruined the economy and created such 
high inflation that farmers struggle 
just to be able to .buy half of the .!4 
items in the basic".food basket. 
''It would be a lie to say their buy-
ing power has increased," he said, 
''but the social benefits like education 
and health care help Offset the 
economic problems. '' 
Back in Managua, we attended a 
ceremony marking the anniversary of 
the Cuban revolution. There we 
heard a number of Nicaraguan of-
ficials and the Cuban ambassadbr 
speak. We also heard the National 
Choir perform and later ventured to -
the Victoria beer factory, where we 
indulged in some frCe samples. 
However, the most sobering ex-
perience during our tour of historic 
sites was the visit to the Literacy 
Museum; the walls were covered Wi!h 
pictures of young people-mostly _ 
teenagers-who · were killed in the 
massive literacy campaign that the 
FSLN Undertook shortly after seizing 
power;. 
The evening before our scheduled \ 
departure, we gathered to dicuss What 
the experienCe had meant to us. Some 
cried, but I couldn't, because I was 
too angry at the system responsible · 
for the suffering I had seen. 
We all agreed, however, that the 
best contribution we could make to 
Nicaragua would be to change 
America. • 
• 
• )' 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
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• 
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Book J!eview • . . 
Co NtROVERsiAl ~DAEMON ic 
' 
l ifE GENius' Ex.ploRES WRiGllT's 
proves that even the greatest minds 
are nOt immune to the daffiaging ef-
fects of racisril. 
. It seems that Wright died follow-
ing the deaths of two other nation-
alist writers; ~II of whom were under 
international surveitlaii.ce. · 
toward "'.omen are further explained 
by the discovery of Wright's possi-
ble sexual deviation. By Retha PoWers 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
. . 
I . . 
Like James Baldwin, Langston 
0 Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston, 
Richard .Wright has long been 
deemed as one of African-America's 
flJleSt literary talents. · 
Because of his literary signifi-
cance,there have been many' works of 
t:rit~Ci$m o'n Wright, but until now, 
never has one of his peers tak.en on 
such a .task. ·. 
Margaret Walker's biography, 
''Dpemonic. Genius'' explores 
~r~~t·~ childhood, political and 
.. literary influences as well as tackling 
' the nature of his character. 
Walker met Wright, ·.author of 
''Native So.n'' and ''Black Boy," in 
Chicago in 1936. As a close friend of 
Wright's, Walker watched him rise 
from a struggling young writer to in-
tCrnational acclaim as the first best-
• 
history. , 
Like previous Wright biographies, 
Walker details his southern child-
hood· in Mississippi~ and sets the stage_ 
for his violent and hungry existence. 
In one instance, Walker writes, 
''ACcording to ''Black Boy,'' - the 
desertion of Wright's father was one . 
of the many traumatic incidents dur-
ing the boy's._ first' formative years." 
While the hunger which Wright 
speak s of in '' Black Boy'' 
{considerc;d to be0auto-biographical) 
is of a physical nature, Walker shows 
»I right to be a man hungry'. for love 
and attention as well as physical 
pleasure. 
Walker goes on to discuss Wright's 
move to C.hicago in J-927 at the age 
of 19 where"he began his 12 year in-
volvement Y.'ith the Communist Party 
and ,.his move to New York in 1940, 
when ' 'Native Son'' became his first 
published Dovel. . 
Beyond tbese factual clccounts 
Walker describes Wright, ''as a ma~ 
wroaght by anger and ambivalence.'' 
He was angry about, the racist and 
fickle white America that failed to 
appreciate his later works· 3.nd was 
angered most by the despair of his 
beginnings. · 
.He -was ambivalent about many 
asp~cts of his ~ife including women; 
~fr1can-Amer1can women in par-
ticular . . • , 
· Walk.er; spoke of ,a conversation 
she.once had with the troubled writer 
in which he said, ''Black •women 
don't do anything but puil you down 
Many critics of Walker' s book in-
sist that she was once in love with 
'·'·~~-irr~t .'.': ;o:d \\'rote the c:-iti :::1.l bio~rJ-
··- -
''Black women don't 
do anything but pull 
you down when 
' ' . you re trying to get 
'' up.. . 
- Richard Wfight, 
accordin~ to Margaret Walker 
whPre hf' _i..oined othCr African- when. you're trying to get up." 
·American write s ilnd began nation- ~his· state~~nt alone gives justifi- phy out 01 veii~eance of being reject-
alist.ic_ activities. . . cation for cr1t1cs of Wright' s works ed , But Walker describes a brief 
F1!1ally, · Walker gives the ~~st who are quick to Point out that none relationship JWith Wright which was 
,d~ta1led aocount of th~ myst~r1o~s · of the ·~omen in his fictional "'{Ti tings platonic in nature. 
c1rc_umstances surrounding Wright s • were of any rhoral value. · Walker' s point by point analysis of 
About the Author: 
Margaret Walker is the ·author of 
nine Books, including the besisellers 
' '·Jubilee'', which won the Houghton 
Mufflin Literary FelloWships Award 
in 1966 and ''For .MY People," a 
book about poetry that won' the Yale 
Younger Poets Competition in 1942. 
Walker's career as a published 
writer spans more than 50 Years since 
~er work first apppeared in the Na-
tional Association foi the Advance-
ment· of Colored People's magazine 
'Crisis in 1934. ' 
• 
• 
Walker is currently a Professor of 
English Emeritus at Jackson State 
University at Miss. IT 
• 
.. . 
• 
1 
sellin~ African~American writer in 
She al so examines his interracial 
marriage and his move to Paris, untimely death. Tht- rea .. nn fnr Wrieht' s feelings Wright in ''Daemonic Genius'' 
Yef • . e , r;:-------~--::~--=::::=:==-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~. j~ Hot male 'do's' · make stylish stat~ment · 
• 
I 
I 
Reggie 
I 
Lewis displays his ''box'' 
.. By S~ac~y L. Craddolph 
. Hilltop Staff Reporter 
An inCreasing number of Howard 
U~versity's niale students are mak-
. ing'statements Without even saying a 
word. ,They are allowing their lia'ir-? 
cuts to speak· for · themselves. 
One such student is 19-year-old 
Kevin 'Parks whqse hair stands ap-
proximately three-inches high in the 
f root Qf his head and is accented with 
a huge banana-shaped oart . 
Parks, a fres"hman, said that many 
pe.ople were startled When he first got· 
the style, but he said in time the shock · 
usu11lly wears off. . 
' 'Some people will just have to get 
used to it; it takes time.._.,but they'll 
gradually accept it,".: 
According to Parks; his hairstyle 
has· a variety of names like the 
''Pump," ''The Jeff'' and ''The Pee-
Wee.' ' ' 
However , Ernest Myers, master 
barb,er at Eagl"e's Barbershop located 
on Georgia Ave., said the original 
name of Park s' haircut was 
' . 
box ·haircut died blondish-red .. ''It's 
my trademark; it's something that 
people will always remember me by,'' 
he said. . 1 .~ • 
Compliments and criticism will 
fo llow· any ·student who decides to 
wear these ''macho do's. '' Bostonian 
Garfield Bright said that he is. fre-
' quently bombarded with com- ·" 
pliments on his hair even though. he 
do~s no_t think his haiistyle is any dif-
ferent from anyone else's. ,, 
• 
'' I just wanted a fad,e, and my hair 
came ou.t like this . It's that simple,· 
'' Pumperdoor.'' it's just the way it is,'' Bright said, 
" It P's no
1
thing new; it~ an. old hair- descriPing his hairstyle which consists 
c<:ut. Ci;>P .~ w~re wear1ng It when I .of jet-black waves andJ tapered 
\vas a kid, said 64-year-old Myers. • sideburns. 
Twenty-year-old sophomore Daryl, . 
\Vilson wears a wa.vy, high-top,. box-
shapeP haircut on the front of his 
head , while the back of · hi~ he8d 
sports a design cut into-the shape of 
Africa". ''I'm always lookiilg fo·r 
something that makes a statement. 
lt 'S not to impress the girls, it' s Cor . 
everyone," Wilson said . · . 
For-some stude'nts, like sophomore 
• Thelonious Starnes, serving as your 
own barber results in tbe best cut. He 
keeps his hair cut short, a lmost bald 
for personal convenience: 
'' I'm a silent r'ebel ," said the 
19-year-old Starn·es.. '' I am different 
because 1 am myself." · 
' Reggie Lewis of New York has his 
' 
.Bright · said that people inquire 
about his hairstyle.often because they 
find it difficult to believe that his hair 
is chemical-free. · 
• 
'' If_ I Wer~ a light-skinned brother, 
they would have no problem believ-
:jng that this is my naturcil hair. There 
would be .no qllestions about it,"· 
Bright said. 
. ' 
W-Q.et.~er they are trends, attention-
getters.or conversation pieces, Joseph 
Gra:Y1: owner of · Joseph's Unisex 
Salon l.ocatedon Georgia Ave., said 
,all hair"styles 3.re statement makers. 
Album reviews 
Brother~and ·sister .enjoy success with 'Heaven' 
B~ Claude Houseworth 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
and slow tempo songs. It .begins with 
the title cut, ~hi~h is already racing 
·up the Billboard charts and fontains 
The family that prays together Alvin Chea of Take 6 on bass vocal. definit~ly stays 1ogether, aitd the Wi- Theit next song ''Celebrate New 
nans are no exception .' ~ . J Life'' feautures Houston on back-
Who was to know that in 1981, groun,d vocals. 
wheh Andre Crouch produced ' 'The °"' . ~ The current single ~'Lost Without 
Question Is," for four youh.g ,. You'' {which is similar to 1.0.U. Me) 
brothers from Detroit, that their sue- ~ -ls very well balanced and should 
cess in gospel music would spark the definit~ly dO well. Another release 
f D · 1 ~ v· · w ''You'' haS. that upbeat catcb similar 
careers o an1e inans, ick1e i- , BeB.e and CeCe Winans to .. Vannessa . Bell Armstrong's 
nans and now eBe and CeCe ,,r 
Winans. . . self-Pnti'tled debut album w:as one or· ''Pressing On'' which ·feautures T B B (B ""' Claude V. McNig&t also of the a cap-
wo years .as? e e enJam1n) the longest runnirig albums on-the pel13. -gospel/ jazz sextet. 
and Ce<;::e (Pr1s1::1Ila) landed a record gospel .charts. ·. · . deal w1~h <:;ap1tol Record~. They Now, the brother~and sister duo A.song already. getting a lot otrra-
t d h d K h Th dio play is ••Hold Up the Light'' a 
eame up wi_t pro ucer. eit o- are baCk taking the music charts by duet with Houston. CeCe and 
mas for their owrt try at. a debut storm with their new album titled H · · 
g I lb 
·oustpn 's vocal style 1s very similar, 
ospe a um. ''Heaven." Even better than their T~e pressure was ~efinately on . debut album, ''Heaven'' is not only . so similar in fact that is hard to figure 
Their brc:>th~rs, The Winans were ~l- a . mixture· of 'good songs, but also : out who. is Singing w~ich part. r~ady en1oy1ng Gramr:ny award win- good talents. . L·ast but not least 1s ~ very goo.ct d h d I d remakeofSimon&Garfunkel'stune 
n1ng-success an a JUSt ~omp et~ Featured on the &I bum are such ar-. ''Bridge _Over Troubled Water." 
work on a song featuring Anita tists as Gtammy awarO winner Take 
l Bater. 6, Gerald Albright, sister-in-law With so many good artists ·involved BeBe .an~,CeCe too~ 1everyone by Vickie Winans, ·and Whlt.ney - and so many good songs written by storm with I.0.U. M. e and crossed Houston. . B.eBe, ''Heaven'' should definitely 
f h 1 h h hm give BeBe and CeCe their own iden-
over rom t. e gospe into t er yt.,_.:, Like most gos~el albums·, tity as a hot duet 3.nd not ·as the , 
and blues, Jazz a.nd pop charts: Their ''Heaven'' has a mixtute of upbeat · .brother and sister of ThC Winans. 
nut on his ·owri, El Deba.rge keeps family clqse 
By Claude Ho..useworth 
Hilltop Staff Rc,porte.r 
After a two year absence, El 
Debarge is back with a new solo 
album with a little help from . his 
family and friends. . 
On ,his ·latest album, ''Gemini,'' 
Debarge teams up with his sister Bun-
ny, who is now a member of the 
rhythm and blues gr6up Chapter 
Eight, and guitarist Paul Jackson, Jr. 
for a rather exceptional album. 
. Like the astrological sign, the 
album expresses two sides of 
DebarBe's tastes. One is reminiscent 
of the old Debarge material which · 
seems to still work and the other is 
a new flavored sound , that although 
good, doesn't match with DC:barge's 
vocal style. · . 
Two of the album's cuts 
''Somebody Loves You' ' aild 
''Broken Dreams'' are promised to 1 
be the hottest singles. Both songs 
have the potential to be crossover 
smashes . ''Broken 'Dreams'' is 
already getting airplay on urban con-
temporary radio stations. 
°' ''Love Life'' and the current '"Real 
c . 
. . 
• 
Lov~·.· ate ihe ''Pink Cadillac'' 
crossover songs that may do well i'or 
Natalie Cole and the pop charts but 
don't! agree wit_h Debarge. ' · 
Oh the whole ''Gemini'' album is 
very diverse and should definitely 
please Debarge fans. The background 
vocals that Debarge has arranged are 
so good that one wonders if his 
brothers and sisters wete really in the 
studio all those years. 
' ' 
• • \ 
.El Debarge was disco•ered back · 
in the la(e . !970's by Jermaine 
. Jackson. At that time DeBarge 
~as singing with his brothers and 
sister and they called themselves, 
DeBarge,. · 
- . - ' . 
After the group's break up four 
years ago, El DeBarge went out 
and -scored it big on his own as a 
solo artist recording such hits as 
''Who's Johnny?'' 
In the music business when a 
group or duo breaks up; one of 
three things happen. 
· The fir:.L L11111g <.i.~i. u~ually hap-
pens is that the group or most 
members of the grqup remain in 
the music industry and become 
1c:i.i1·iy sta1..\.'.essful :,vJo acts Or 
producers. · 
The second is hardly no .one in 
the gro!'p enjoys any commercial 
success, 
The third iS that one person be-
comes very successful ·and it be-
'Comes obvious that he or she waS' 
probably the backbone of the 
group's success. Such is definite-
ly the case with Angela Winbush 
of Renee' and Angela and of 
course El DeBarge. • " 
• 
• • 
' 
• 
• 
_ .. _ 
\ ... . 
·---
\ \ , 
Photo courtesy of Ashton t;;rabam 
Play those blues! I I I 
Rhythm and b~ues artist 8.8. Kinq and Lee Atwater, iom at Anton's 1201 lost Wednesday. Atwate~, the 
newest member .of Howard's .Board of Trustees, is the chairman of the National Republican Committee. 
"'tlr 
- I " . 
Eastside High, was a training 'groµnd for jail. 
Then Joe Clark took over. 
Now the kids are getting something they never had. 
• 
• 
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'Black on Red' : Author tells saga of exit from USSR 
By Lisa Miller 
Hill1op Staff Reporter 
'' I <,t.m living testimony of~ pow-
er of prayer. When I was in the Soviet 
Union there were times when life 
seemed fu tile," said Robert Robin-
son, a uthor of ''Black on Red: My 
44 years Inside the Soviet Union at 
a recent book signing last month. 
During the mid 1930 s, Jamacian-
born Robinson worked for-the Ford 
Motor Company and was recruited 
b"y the Soviet Union to come work for 
them. 
''At the time, the Soviet Union had 
• no industry. They offered me a one 
yea r contract, free living accomoda-
tions, and free t ransportation to and 
fwm \\'Ork'' Robinson said. 
Arter his fY-st year, the goverriment 
of the U .S.5',R. Con~inually invited 
him to stay another year. Then h is 
prOblems began. 
''Without consenl, against my wil l, 
they elected me i6 a Soviet Council . 
seat for the purpose of denouncing 
Capitalism.'' Robinson said, ''The 
U. S. told me to immediatel:Y retufn 
or I'd lose my citizenship." . • 
The KGB paid .uninvited visits to 
Robinson's home. 
~' They knew who I .was, where. I wa~ when J wii.s there and who I 
spoke to." · 
After a period of 23 years Robin-
son chose to leave and asked the 
government officials for permission 
to do so. 
-'-'I had worked for them for 23 
years ahd nrver iot a rais~ or never 
was ~promoted," Robinson said, ''I 
traine~ 41 ,people and they were all 
promoted over me. They told me they 
would let me go ahead and leave 
\Vhen th'ings got economically'better 
in America.'' 
The yet,1.rs _passed-and every appli-
cation Robinson filed to leave the · 
country was denied. 
-
'' In 1959, I met a black man who 
was in the Soviet Union for an 
Afro-American expedition. His name 
was Paul Robe'son . I asked for hi s 
help, but lfe told me he wanted _to 
maintain his friendly relations with 
. " the [Soviet] government. 
. Spingam captures history_ ~n archives 
' 
' I 
• 
• 
• 
iit 
r 1· 
,. 
e! 
Ii!' 
sto ries much better than the major . 
newspapers. . 
l . ''They give a perspective that the 
major newspapers don' t, " said Ray . 
In the Washington area, city coun-
cil and African-Americ;in G:hurches. 
are very well covered. . 
She added that while the library 
keeps back issues for th'e Washington 
Afro-American goirtg back to its 
beginning, only the last three months 
of ·other African-American 
newspapers are kept on file. 
_.• When Carter G. Woodson started 
Negro History Week in 1926 he en-
-- -- ~- visioned institutions which would be pholo~y Ktlth Dorman"Tr. dedic~ted t? research in African-
Karen·Ollivie11e finds otherwise u.navoilable materials ot the Spingom Ubrary. Amer1.can History· 
· -------- He would be very proud of the 
By Darrell Morris as 1882 . · · African-American newspaper collec-
Hillt op Staff Reporter ~ Research in a year that might seem "-.tion at the · Moorland-Spingaru 
With the ending of the sliurte~t obscure, such as 1932, would reveal Research Cehter, satd Doris Hull, in-
month' of the year, the 'essence of just the opposite as far as the formation specialist at the center-. 
Black Histqry Month need not fade African-American community is ''We take every opportunity to 
away as well. concerned. . preserve the collection and it has been 
The Moorland-Spingarn Research The Washington Afro-American said that we have one of the most ex-
Center, located in Founder's library, tensive collections of the black ex-
has a vast collection of black reJ!!.orted that the landslide victory of perience," Hull said. 
newspapers that iS an excellent tie to Franklin Delano Roosevelt in that Many students use the Moorland-
the past. year came as a surpr ise even to Spingarn because of its extensiv~ 
'' With this collection, you can go Howar.d's political science club, col lection. 
back to a cert~in era. The informa- , \vhich predicted by a stra'.\v vote that '' Most of the materials found here 
tion is preserved for generations t.o Herbert Hoover would \vin. are not avai lable in the other 
come," said Malik Azeez~ assistant This landslide, tl1eAfro-American libraries;'' K~ren Ollivierre, an 
reference libraria"n for the cen~er. reports, did not effect the sta_tus of Howard student. 
Hundreds of newspapers are in the Il linois Republican Oscar DePriest, Azeez added that the collec;tion 
co llection of African-American who retained his seat as a member of · never loses its value. 
newspapers, whic)l also includes Congress. , ''New itl.eas· . and~nsight cari be 
African newspapers. According to Kathryn Ray, assis- -gained about things that happened in 
'Titles include the Afro-American tant c~ief of the Washingtonian (a the past and can be used to unders-
Sen tinel of Omaha, Neb., llie -research divi sion • of the Martin tand the black communit y of to-
OhicagO Defender and the Amster_- - Luther King Library), African- 'ttay,"he Said. · 
dam News. The dates gO back as far Americarl newspapers often cover 
' 
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In 1971, a friend Of Robinson, who 
lived in Uganda, asked him to come 
spend time' th~re on his v~ca~ion. 
Robinson dece1ded to use this trip as 
a means of escape from 'the Soviet 
Union. f 
'' I remember that many of the 
_ other blacks who Were in the Soviet 
.Union,. like me, would disappear and 
n ever be seen again. Because of th is, 
11 feared "for nly life." 
~ ''I believe now that the Soviet Un-
ion had no intentions of letting me go 
to Uganda.'' 
''In order to receive permission to 
go, I had to give thein a biography 
of my life from age 16 on. I had to 
get the Soviet Ambassador of Ugan-
da's written permission. They in-
structed me what to take, what to 
wear, and how to wear it. They gave 
1'.Je only$ 174 in American money to 
live on for a 45-day vacation. I Was 
vaccinated and then· I got my ticket." 
B~t Robinson 's problems wCre just 
s,tart1ng. . 
''When I was getting on the train 
a woman ran and told me to stop, be-
~ause my vaccination papers weren't 
in ord~r. Luckily, I saw.the same doc-
tor who to ld me that a second 
vaccination would endanger my 
life.'' 
Robinson fi nally got to Uganda 
\Vhere the government helped Robin-
son to'' escape'' as he calls it. He now 
resides in Ame'rica with his \vife, Zyl-
pha Mapp. 
The Positive Energy eXtended family .hopes to make you feel good. 
Seminar hopes to charge 
with 'Positive Energy' _ ' 
By Jennifer Howard 
A Hilltop Staff Reporter · I 
The concept of ''positive energy,'' 
an attitude which cou11terac1s nega-
tive feelings and thoughts with posi-
tive actions and emotions, continues 
to be the strength behind Positive 
· Energy Com municat ions Corpo-
11 F~fl~P· ~1J,1~1 °f i' .. ':lfl dt . • MW · 
. f\S a me~ns1 0 .. sp~ ... a .1ng.1 ~~ :>J P-os1-
t1ve·message' , the org~n1zat100 offers 
products and services, such as desk-
top publishing, markets health 
products and the success ·series. . 
The series are seminars, lectures 
a nd slide presentations that promote 
healthy attitudes for successful living. 
TOuchjng, feeling, and under-
standing was the theme of the first of 
the P_ositive Energy Serjes, ''Endan-
gered Black Males and Females - Are 
we Relating?, with author Jeffrey 
Johnson. 
-He began the diCussion by stress-
ing the declination of African-
American men. 
''For every 100 marriageble wom-
en there a re only 40 black men,''he 
s~id. • 
''The lack of black men are a result 
of black on black homicide and black 
rhale incarceration. Still many of the 
one's who are available are high 
school drop outun9__Qr•1g dealers.'' 
Because of these odd· , 'Jhnson en-
couraged Afrlcan-Amt:11can women 
to st;;i.nd by their men . 
''Fe1nales and males need each 
other ... none are free until all are 
free ... If black 'womeri do· not haye 
· compassion for th~ black male who 
will she ·have it fo r?'' · 
• 
Johnson also discouraged attitudes 
of ''materialism and individualism.'' 
One example he gave was the_ cut.ies 
(girls who want guys for their fine 
car~ and truck jewelry) who w.ould 
'date a high school dropout with a 
d.i. r, instead of tlte president from a 
siudent organization . 
. Instead Johnson sugested we act 
with ''character and integrity." 
''Before- w~ ·can' achieve · ·this' ;We 
need to love oneself, to stand strong 
in family relations, to empower our-
selves to be self motivated, and to 
becodie the masters of'Our dest iny.'' 
The seminar also included Howard 
graduate, Donna Moore, who is a 
nurse and a practicing masseuse. She 
spoke on the_ technique , art , and ef-
fect of massaging. : . 
The seminar ended with drawing 
business cardS from a jar to initiate 
better networking. Afterwards hands 
were held in a ci rcle while the hostess 
stated the Affirmation, ''The success 
program is designed to make You 
Feel Good." 
In addition to its seminars Positive 
Energy Communications publishes 
the Positive Energy Newsle;tter .-
which is a city-wide distributed pub-
lication offering an open platfqrr:n to 
artists, photographers, poets, _wr~ters 
and ''just folk' ' to express their views 
and cre.ativity. 
The other Success Series Seminars 
will include: March 22, ''The Dy-
namics of Feeling Good About Your-
self'' with ' Dr. Nathaniel Mathis; 
April 26 and ''Coping with Color-
Social Racial, Career Issues and More.~." featurfng Dr. Patricia 
Perry. 
IRS may place tax on tips 
Services charge may replace optional tipping 
' 
By Maynard Clarke 
Hil!t9p Staff Reporter 
More and more peoplt; wilt be 
waJl{ing out of restaurants witl"1out 
tipping in the near future. 
It won~t be becaUse service is that 
bad or because inconsiderate college 
; students have xet to figure out the 
word gratuity. 
Instead, they will have just finish-
ed dining at a rest1uarant where tipp-
ing is no longer expected. Of course 
there is no such thing as a free lunch . 
In America, there is alwaYs a catch. 
According to Time Magazine, an 
increasing number of restaurants are · 
replacing the tipping system with a 
service charge, typically 1,5 to 18 
percent . 
This charge, which iS widely used 
in Eur-ope, is appealing to restaurant 
owners in America more because it 
makes incom~ t.ax bookkeeping 
easier. . . 
For most people, t~e mandatory 
charge should be their pero8ative, as 
a means of determining good or bad ~ 
servi~e . 
In a. Survey conducted . by Tifn'e 
results showed that 77 percent of 
those polled objected to a mandatory 
service charge. 
• Tlte reasoning behind the opposi-
tion could be that the service charge 
is greater than the average tip . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Of those surveyed, the average tip 
came to approximately 14 percent . 
Some customers like the plan since 
it stops them from having to calc~late 
after ihdulging in too many dr1n~s. 
Congress initiated the service 
charge movement in 1982 in .an at-
tempt to clamp down on what 1s con-
sidered to be one of the Country's big-
gest tax dodges: failure to report 
billions of dollars in tips. 
Restaurateurs must now report 
waiter's tips for the I .R.S . and pay 
federal unemployment and Social 
Security truces on such income. All 
this extra accounting has many 
restaurant owners leaning toward the 
service charge according to Time. 
The gratuity system which is most 
commonly used pays begi°;ni!lg 
waiters $2.01 an hour plus their in-
dividual tips . 
Instead a service charge would be 
collected as revenue t for the 
restaurant, then paid out f?'tl an ho~r­
ly or incentive rate based on in-
dividual sales . For example, a New 
Orleans restaurant pays its w~iters $8 
an hour or 10 percent of their sales , 
_, whichever is greater. 
' Because the re!?taurant busin~ss is 
highly competitive, this cou~d pro-
hibit the charge from catching on. 
Skyrocketing accounting costs coul~ 
also force many owners to except this 
European protocol . 
• 
• 
AMC Unlo"n Station 9 
First St. and M~chusetts Ave NE. 
842-3751 
Wo11kiNG Ci11l I :40. 4 :20. 7: 10, 
10:00.Sot/Sun 11:10, 1: 40, 4:20. 7:10, 10:00 
Bill 6 Tt:d's Advt:ffTll1tt:s 2:20. 5:20. B:OQ •. 
10:20. Sot/Sun 12:00, 2:20, 5:20, 8:00, 10:20 
Tiit: AccHiENTAl T0\11tisT 1:30, 4s20. 6:50 . 
9:20. 1 :40. 7:00. 9:40 
Th1111 Ft1Gi-Tiv1s 2:\0, 4:50. 7:40, 10:10 
Set/Sun 11 :40. 2:10. 4:50. 7:40, 10:10 
T11v1 lklifvlEll 2: 1 O. 5:00, 7 :30, 10: 10 Sot/Sun· 
11 :50, ,2:20. 5:20, 7:30. 10:10 
Woakif'IG Ciltl 1 :40, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30 Sot/Sun 
11 :ob. 1,30, 4,30, 6:50, 9:30 
l"P l : 10, 5:00, 7:40, 10: 15. Set/S'{n 11:40, 
2:00. 5:00. 7: 40, 10:15 
Tii1 Bvabs 2:00, 4:50, 7:20, 10: 10, Set/Sun 
11 :40, 2:00. 4:50. 7 :20 , 9 :50 
Capitol HIU Cinemas 
507 Eighth St. SE 5.47-1210 
' Thi MtftltTy Quiflffll 5: 45, 7: 45. 9:45. ~1:45 
Set/Sun I :45. 3:45 5: 45. 7: 45, 9:45. 11 :45 
l'M CoNNA CiT Yov St.Id.A 5:30. 7:30. 9:30, 
• 11 :30. Set/Sun 1 :30. 3:Jl>, 5:30, 7:30. 9:30. 
11:30 ' 
. 
Cineplex Odeon Circle AV1llon 
5612 Connecticut Ave. NW 966-2600 
Wo•kiNG Ci•l 7:00, 9 :30 
Tit1 Bu11bs 7:15. 9:45. 
Clneplex Odeon Circle Dupont 
1350 19th St NW 872-9555 
RAiN MAN Fri-Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00. 9:45. 
12:00 
Bi•d Fri-Sun 2:05. 5: 15, 8:30 
Missiffippi lltJ1tNif'IG Fri-Sun 2: 10. ~ :40. 7:25. 
9:55 . 
To11ch Sof'IG T•ilOGY Fri-Sun 2: 15, 4:45, · 
7:30. 10:00, 12:10 
T•uE B1li1vut Fri-Sun 2:30, 4:45. 7: 10, 9:3 , 
1i:45 .• 
Clnepli!x Odeon Circle EmbassY. 
' 1927Tlort'di live. NW 38'7-.13"4 _1 ·-
•• llf' 
Thi Fly II 7:00, 9:30, 12:00 Sot/Sun· 2:00, 
4:30. 7:00. 9:30. 12:00 ' 
Cineplex Odeon Circle MacArthur 
4859 MacArthur Blvd NW 337-1344 
~AiN MAN Fri 7:10. 9:50 Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:40. 
7:1.0, 9:50 
WOAkilftG Cial 7:30. 9 :45. Set/Sun 2:15. 
4:45. 7:30. 9:45 
ThE Btl11bs 7:00. 9 :1 5. Sat/Sun 2:30. 4:50. 
7:00. 9:1 5 
Cineplex · Odeon Circle Jenifer 
5252 Wlsc9nsln Ave. NW 244-5703 
T1ovilA. Suflllltisl 7:00, · 9: 15 Set/Sun 2:00. 
4:30, 7:00. 9: 15 
Thi MiqhTy QuiNN 7: 10, 9:30 Sot/i un 2:30. 
4:45, 7: 10, 9:30 • I ' 
• -. !.' 
Clneplex Odeon Circle Tenley 
4ioo· Wisconsin Ave. NW 363-4340 
RAiN MAN 7:1 0.1 9:50 Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 
7: 10. 9:50 
TAp '7:15, 9:45. Sot 2:15. 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 
Sun 2: 15. 4:45. 9:45 
Bill & TEd's AdvENTllllU 7:50. 9:55. Sat/Sun 
2:00, 3:50. 5:50, 7:50, 9:50 
Cineplex Odeon Wisconsin Ave Cinemas 
4000 Wisconsin Ave NW 244-0880 
T11u11kli1£Vm Fri-Sun 2:40, 5:10. 7:25, 9:50, 
12: 10 
OAfltGl•OllS LiAisc>M Fri-Sun 2:00, 2:30, 4:30. 
5:00 7:00, 7:30, 9:30, 10:00, 12:00 
Minissippi lki•NiNG Fri-Sun 2: 10, 4:40, 7 :25, 
9:55 
HE• Alibifr i-Sun 2:30: 5:'00, 7:25. 9:50 
Thi Fly ll1 fj_r1-Sun 2:15. 4:"45, 7:1 5. 9:45, 
12:00 
' 
K-8 Fine Arts 
1919 MSt . NW. 223-4431 
DAfllGlltOIJS liAKof'I 5:35. 7:55 
' 
' 
K-8 Foundry· 1-7 9: 
1055 Thomas Jefferson SI. NW 331,-1311 
111•11 FuqiTiwo 5:50. 7:50, 9:50. 11 :50 
Sat/Sun 1 :50, 3:50, 5:50, 7:50. 9:50, 11 :50 
RAiN MAN 4:40, 7:20. 9:55. Set 2:00. 4:40, 
7:20. 9:55, Sun 1:15, 3:55. 6:35. 9:10 
B1Ach1s 5:15, 7:30. 9:45. 12:00 Sot/Sun 
12:45, 3:00, 5:1 5. 7:30, 9:45, 12:00 
T•u1 B1li1£V1• 5:35. 7:35. 9:35. 11 :35 
Sot/Sun 1 :35 3:35, 5:35, 7:35, 9:35, 11 :35 
Thi MiGhTy QuiNN 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45 
0
Set/Sun"1:45. 3:45, 5:45. 7:45, 9i: 45, 11:45 
l'M CO*'INA CiT Yot1 StJclu. 5:40. 7:40, 9:40, 
11 :40 .Sot/Sun 1 :40. 3:40, 5:40. 7:40, 9:40, 
11 :40 
T"P 5: 10, 7:20. 9:30. 11 :40 Sot/Sun 12:50. 
3:00, 5:10. 7:20, 9:30, 11 \40 
• 
• 
I 
• 
' 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
, 
•• 
( 
' 
• 
• 
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• • 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
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• • 
• HilltQpics • ' 
• 
· ANNOUNCEMENTS · 
• 
The DC Rope "'(risis Center needs 
volunteers (women/men) to provide 
c?u~seling q.,_nd accompaniement to s~r­
v1vors of sexUol assault. Training begins 
Maich 9th. Coll 232-0789. 
• 
Business Students Gain Proctic"Ol Ex-
perience in Marketing, Advertising, and 
Soles: Car a plus and flexible day hours. 
1003·K St. NW. Near Howard Universi-
ty .. Phone 783-6489. 
THE LIVEST JAM OF THE YEAR WILL BE 
AT SLOWE HALL, MARCH 4, FROM 
10:00pm-2·:00om. Donation will be 
$1.00. 
FACUL TY/STAFf/STUDENTS 
Top prices paid for used and unwanted 
textbooks with resole value. 
Tim "Jones 
TAJ Book Service 
722-0701 
SUPPORT A STUDENT 
ENTERPRISE 
The Abrom Harrls Economics 
Society Presents · 
• 
IMM~D!ATE VAGANCY-Beginning 
Morch 1, 1989. 
Lifeguards 
Time 6:30-8:30am 
Monday /Wednesdo,Y I Fr'idoy 
16.02 per day 
PART TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT 
NEEDED!! 
JOB CONSIST·OF 
-Answering Calls 
-Light Typing 
• 
Science, Leonard Grant, Andy Hudson 
and Molena Colvin. ..-
Love yo 
Valerie L. Cummings 
Specific Bell 
l hope you really do .. read the paper · 
daily 
Listen to what your heart says 
Only do what's best for you 
Venture out and toke a chance! 
Eat Om!etts on Tues. Mornings. 
ronnie h., my favorite piSces, 
happy bi rthdoy, baby. don't try' to think 
•1,ou're grown now ;us! b8c.Juse you're 
1.ogol. i know this messogc :;. a little late, 
but the HILLTOP doesn ' t come ouf on 
tuesdays. I 
, With all my love, 
~ mJcktpoo 
PICTURES.MEMORIES ON PAPER 
Have K'nK Photog;aphy preserve you 
memories in block and white or color_ 
Events, groups, or just yotJ. ccall Keith at 
397-7294 or 7B9'09B3 The Dating Gome Port II 
Friday,· Morch 10, 1989 
at 7~ 30 p.m .. 
Our Annual Intercollegiate Coriference 
''The Urban Leagues Report on the 
Progress of the Block America 
Friday Morch 10. 1989• 
. -Filing · · 
MUST HAVE PLEASANT Ti'rEPHONE 
VOICE 
Yearn for the times we spent together . 
Open up and talk to me. 
Open discussion on registration pro-
cess: Morch 7th at 6pm in the Schoof 
of B1.1siness, Auditorium. Deo.n 
Wi lliam Sherill, Ms. Berryhill, and a (\ 
representative of the Finonciul Aid Of-
fice will discuss progress on im-
provements in the registration and 
finonciol<process.'Air your opinions 
this is your chance to soy whah 
on your mind!!! 
THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
• • • FRATERITY OF DELTA $1GMA Pl, IOTA 
RHO CHAPTER PRESENTS ITS YELLOW 
ROSE CABERET 
Soturday~Morch 11 at "the Holiday Inn· 
1501 Rhode Island Ave., NW 
10pm-2orh Tickets $10 on sole at 
Cromton Aud.,· $12 at the door 
For. more info. contact M ichelle 
Chambers at 636- 1921 
----------~-~ · 
The ladieS INSPIRATION (5 HU students) ' 
~resent ''Release Your Faith'', a gospel • 
rziusic extravaganza, to be held on Satur-
day, Morch 4, 1989 at 7:30 at. the 
Flo~ido Ave. Baptist Church, 023 Fla. 
Ave. (near popeyes)_ A long w ith IN-
SPIRA 'rlON will appear p host of 0.C:s, 
• and HU's fin.est gospel artists!!! Free! 
Free! Freer 
NOTICE 
OFFICE OF FINANCIA> AID AND STU-. 
DENT EMPLOYMENT ·CHANGE OF 
HOURS < . 
The office is open from 8:00am to lpm. 
Monday through Friday. The early clos-
ing will permit bdd1tiono l time for.pro-
cessing !1nanc1al aid applications. 
The honour of your presence 1s requested 
for on evening of Christion Fellowship op 
Morch 11, 1989 at 6:00pm to be help 
1n the East Ba llroom Center Howc'.Jrd 
Ur::iiversity , Campus Theme: Ur)t_y: God's 
pui-pose. pion and time. Guest Sl{eokers: 
Evong . Sharon Lattimer, Rev. Charlene 
Monk. Donation of $5.00. L Please 
R.S.V.P. Hartford Hough 745·3'/60 ond 
Michea l V-.:orsley 529-5734. • 
BECOME A PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR. 
LEARN THE FACTS ABOUT AIDS A'ND 
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH THE 
COMMUNITY. 
The School of Education. Office :;:if 
Leod.ersh1p Develop~ent and Training is 
· recru1t1)g students to Participate in on 
AIDS Risk ReduCt ion Community 
Outreach Project .. If interested cqntoct 
Son101 Reynolds on 636-5782 
E'ngineer<ng Auditorium _, 
Porty Afterwards with l.E.E.E.! 
Admission : $2.00 
A SWEet Production 
ATTENTION ALL Sl'.UDENTS 
NEW CONCEPTS PICJURES 
NEEDS YOU! 
We are .. seeking studerits. in till Com-
mun icotio~s and Performing ArJs fields 
of study. Freshmen and Sophomore, 
please ask about our tuitiOr:i ossisto,nce 
pion. SUBJE(:TS, GRAPHIC ARTS,. 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ACCOUN-
TING, & ADVERTISING 
Please coll Da.nold Woshipgton at {301) 
499·B768. 
Attention 
Golden Key Members 
Coming Events: 
. . ' 
Blackburn Center Auditorium. 3/2/89 
ChoTter Doy ,!f:eception. 3/8/89 
Sophomore Recej3'ion .. 
School of Business'Student Loungtt 
9,30. 4100p.m. .k 
All majors and classifications welcomed!! 
See Dr. Houchins ASB-B Rm. 319 o-r call 
636-6717. -
GREENPEACE ACTION: An Environmen-
tal 0(gonizotion se~ks a G~assroots Lob-
bying Coordinator for Nation pl Toxics 
Campaign. Experience with grassroots 
based campogins, lobbying, or c:~nvoss­
ing organizot.ions va lucible. Kn(fwledge 
of Toxics issues helpful. Please send 
resume to David Rappaport, Greenpeace 
Action, 1436 ''U'' St. NW, Washington, 
DC 20009. GPA is an EOE. 
·' -----------
• THE BROTHERS OF 
PHI BETA SIGMA Fii.A TERNITY, 
INC . 
PRESENT 
. CRESENT JAM 89 
Friday, March 3 from 10-2:00am at the 
PHI .BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY HOUSE, 
H. U. Cheerleaders and Mascot 1327 R street NW. $3 gen adm/$2 
mole and female - greeks with porophonolia. Orin.ks. an·d 
Interest meeting March 6, 1989 6:00 daiquiri's all night long! 
p.m. Women's Annex Gym. THE SCHOOL OF HUMAN 
'StudentS! ! Faculty!! Passersby!!!! 
Come join Noonday Prayer Christion 
Fellowship on Wednesdays and Fridays 
from' noon to 1 p.m. Our informal ser-
vice is held in_ the Rankin Chapel. Come 
pra i~e the Lord! !!! · 
African-Americans in Business: 
Mallaging Corporate Culture 
. 
Seminar in the SBPA, Rm.218. 
Reception &.Party lo follow ... 
at t~e RSVP (Adrriissio.n Free!) 
Sponsored by -the INRqADS/Ho~ord 
Student Association. 
Friday, Morch 10th, 5pm-7pm! 
The ladies of • 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
SORORITY.INC . 
ECOLOGY proudly annouces lts on-
nucl. :.CAREER DAY. Thursday. 
March 9, - 1989 
d listing of the events is as follows: 
9:45,.1 0:30om Careers in. Human 
Ecology . . 
10:45-11 :45om Student Speokout on 
Internships · 
Noon· 12 30pm BREAK/REFRESHMENTS 
l 2:45-2:00pm A lumni Speakout on In-
' ter'nships and Careers 1n Human Ecology 
2: 15-3 :OOpm University Resource~ for 
Career Planning and Placement · 
3: 15-5:00pm Employer Recru1tmenJ/ln-
ferview S.essions 
• 
. . JOBS 
Write for me vv6rd Processing Service 
-Research •Papers 
-Resumes · 
-Term Papers 
PLEASANT PERSONALITY 
FLEXIBLE HOURS (Preferably Mornings) 
Leave Message for Audrey 
Please coll 832-4923· 
RENT 
Plenty of fedtures. MOture, non-smoking 
female pleOse. Recommend o car. About 
15-20 min~ from c9mpus. $350 per 
mo./includes utilities. YOU'LL LOVE IT! 
Con,toct Shelly 434-9484. 
M/F to shore spacious. secure, quiet 
house with oth~r HU s~udents. Wolk to 
campus. $215 includes all utilities. Coll 
~! at 723-5336 . Leave message. 
Lorg'e rooms ovoi.lable in renovated 
house.. $250/month. Coll Vanessa 
Carpenter 393-,3910om or 328~7146pm. 
PERSONALS 
The.BIO<:k Mon and Woman is Dead! 
Get· a White Gir~Boy instead! 
- . 
The above message is soley the opinion 
of its oiJl_hor. Direct any responses in the 
form• of 6 HILL TOPIC· in .next week's 
edition . 
To"tny soroi-s of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorc>rity, Inc. lhonk you for your con-
tinued support throughout my campaign 
for U.ndergroduote T ru1t~. I love you oil! 
,· ·· · Skee-wee 
23-A-BB 
· Bruce Redd.· 
Here's!, speciol littl"e HilltOpic just to soy 
he11o. I Ve been thinking about you late-
ly and I wanteq you to know. • 
• 
The family of Tesfoye and Mona 
Shiferow would li ke to thank the ad-
ministration, professors, staff, . and 
students for Jheir condolences during 
understand what I'm saying. 
Happy Belated Birthday Wishes to Mr. 
Rodney Emery! May God bless your 21st 
birthday With all of the blessings that a 
fine young man deserves. J 
· Terell P. Lasane 
1 
...................................... 
• • • 
• • •• i ASTOR PIZZA -. ! 
• • • • • 
• • : . ' : 
. ' . 
t I + 
: • OFFERS ·: 
• • 
• • . , .
: 2 Pizzas. for I Price!!! : 
• • • • • 
• • • 
: This offer is good for all HU students: 
• • :with l.D. or the Coupon attached to: 
:-this advertisement~ · ! 
• • : _, . ASTOR PIZZA : ! 1829 Columbia Road, NW ! 
: Washington, DC : 
: 745-7495 : : ' . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: , Any large pizza $2 off! ! 
• • 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
Attention oil stud~ls orgonizoti9ns the 
Public Affa irs Dept. at WHBC 830AM 
ALPHA CHAPTER . 
ore.spOnsoring a clothlng drive -for the 
Clothes Closet Proiect and a Coin DriVe 
for the Cleveland Job Corps. · · 
-Everything and Anything • 
Rush orders; Pick- up and Delivery on 
. Weekends. Eydie Wh ittingon 889-3055 
· our time of grievance. ! ,$1 off any sub!! , : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. -
will be accepting announcements for free -~- ---------
events that you will be sponsoring this Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. Looking-for a fraternity, soror~ty or stu-
semester . Make oil announcements ad- Beta ct.a,._ 
dressed to· Lenora Rush Traffic/Public Al- would like to wish HUSA candidates Von 
fa1.rs Director and drop them off in room Johnson and Brian Watkins good luck in 
G-19 in the basement of the C.B. Powell their quest for ·elected office. 
, dent organization that would like to 
make· $500-$ fOOO for a one week on 
campus marketing projeGt. Must be J 
building. 
· orgonized "and hardworking. Call Jill or 
Corine at l-B00-582-2121. 
I • . r-·- ·---·--·- ·--··- ··- .. - .. - ··-·----------1,.-_ 
I COLLEGE.GRADUATES !!! · I· 
!PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS!!!\ . 
I I 
IFiND YOURSEL!r IN THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH l 
!SERVICE AS A PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATE I 
!WORKING WITH THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE I 
1coNTRoL. · . 1 
I Entr~ level positions in the are~ ~f · ·I 
jsexually transmitted disease intervention I 
!are available nationwi'de. . I 
I · . I 
· lwe need college graduates with I 
1STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS who wish to I 
1establish careers with advancement opportun.ities in I 
!the field of Public Health . · I 
I I 
• 
MANDATORY CAMPUS 
SENATE MEETING 
Morch 7th at 6:30pm in the 
Undergraduate Library Lecture Room. 
A ll o.rganizations please send 
representatives and be prompt. 
• 
• 
RISIARCH PAPIRS 
~6,278 to choose from -aJI subjects 
Ortler Ca1alog Today wnh V•sa/MC or COO 
Toll Free 
Hot Lone 800-351-0222 
• inCalil. 1213\ 477-$226 
Or, rush $2 .00 to: Reu•rch A11111ence 
11322 Idaho Ave 1206-SN. l9s Angeles, CA 90025 
. . 
Cus1om research also available-all levels 
MAKE $$ DURING SPRING 
BREAK 
War.king temporary .assignments 
for Key Accounting Temporaries Is the 
best woy to earn .top pay and ·goin 
beneficial experience at the same 
time. !f you have hod accounting 
courses, you ore eligible to work as 
To all of Valerie Cummings' ' supporters, : . .'1 ' : 
friends ond well wishe!s. Thonk you for • Off er expires May 31 1989 • 
your ei;icourogement and pat ience. t . ' 1 + 
Espec ially The College of Allied Health •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
llOOOY Alll~ !flAfARROV l\IUEKAVNIR 
.. 
• 
Oedipus Wrecks 
One of the ch.ipters in 
NEW·YORK 
STORIES 
' ' 
• 
WOODY 
ALLEN'S 
OEDIPUS 
• 
·WRECKS 
• 
!AUASHIR[ 
.. 
lire Without z,. 
One ~f the ch.iplers in 
NEW YORK 
STORIES 
• 
FRANOS 
COPPOLA'S 
LIFE 
WITHOtrr 
ZOE 
NICXNOlTE 
tn 
life lessons 
One of the chapters in · " 
NEW YORK 
STORIES 
MARTIN 
SCORSESE'S 
LIFE 
LESSONS 
IA bachelor's degree _or qualifying master 's degree I 
. 1of rel.evenf graduate ·coursework is requi~ed. 1 I , I 
o temp9rary . 
Our temporaries work in profes-
tionol offices located throughout the 
metropolitan area - most of which ore 
easily i:iccessible to metro lines. !CANDIDATES MUST BE WILLING TO RELOCATE I 
I INITIALLY, AT. THEIR OWN EXPENSE, to areas I 
I where needs exist and be available for subsequent I career transfers , reim.bursable ·at gover,nme.nt ex- I 
·I pense ~ as program needs dictate. I 
. . . I 
I FLUENCY IN SPANISH IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE for I . 
I some geo.graphical areas ' in the country. All ap- I I plicants 'must t;>e· U.S. Citizens and possess a valid I 
-1 driver's license to b~ considere~ for employment. I 
I Starting Salaries range from $19,413 (Bachelor's I Degree) to $21 ,443 (Applicable Graduate Degree or II 
Coursework) · . . . ' I 
For additional information please call .t-800-537-2522. 
In Georgia, phone 639-1816. 
I or write to: . . 
The Centers for Disease Control 
. . 
Freeway Office Park, Room 345, MS E07 . 
' · • 1
1600 Clifton Road, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30333 
~~=QU~~~~;>!~~~~~_E~!~OYER_J 
So if you con work full-time over 
Spring break, give Us a call now! We 
. hove many immediate positions 
available now, so don't delay! Great 
Opportunity for night students as well. 
KEY ACCOUNTING 
TEMPORARIES 
DC •• 463-0900 V A .• 243-3600 
1-:-------:-----------1 i That's My Style i 
I HAIR DESl~NS I I Experts 1n Hair Repair • I 
I 1849 Ninth St., N.W. • C!>r. 9th & T Sis. I 
1, 2a4-ss1s I 
• HOURS; I 
SUNDAY (Appointm ent s) 10 AM · 3 PM I 
MONDAY thru WED. 10 AM . 6 PM 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY . 10 AM - 9 PM I 
SATURDAY 9 AM . 4 PM I 
Spri"lJ J3.,~"{. Speci"/ I 
Good t hru Maren 3 to Apr il l I 
SHAMPOO Ind SET • $15.00 Ind up I 
SHAMPOO •ncl BLOW DAY $15.00 •nd up I 
TOUCH-UP RELAXER $22.50 •nd up I 
RELAXER PERM $27.50 1nd up 
GENTILLE RELAXER $19.95 •nd .up I 
PERMANENT WAVE $.1Q.50 •nd 1,1p J 
COLOR I &.00 I 
Pl~EAPPLE WAVE - 110.00 
CUT : $ 7.50 •nd up I 
CRIMPS $10.00 •nd I.Ip I 
I . WAVES $10.00 end• I CURLS $45.00 I I (Mon., Tu-. end Wed.) $40.00 I I SHAMPOO, PRESS & CURL $20.00 J (Mon., Tue1., •nd W-.il.) $16.00 I 
I * Students, Fecutty & staff DISCCM&nts * I . _________________J 
.. 
, 
' . 
• 
A a:medy from 
Wiody Allen. 
i 
• 
-
• 
